
Note from Barney Rosenzweig: The Cagney & Lacey “bible” was, for
the most part, written by others. Contributing writers were from
our various staffs, assistants and associate producers who could
all claim some of its authorship. For the most part, it was used
during the time of our being in production, as a tool for free
lance writers…so as to familiarize these professionals with
important background information with which they might not
otherwise be familiar. It is pretty straight forward material and
there are no scores here for style points. A side note with
respect to individual episodes herein synopsized, these are not
necessarily listed in the order they were filmed or exhibited,
but rather (in some cases) in the order the scripts were
commissioned.

THE FOURTEENTH PRECINCT
The Fourteenth Precinct is in lower Manhattan, where Little Italy
butts up against Chinatown. The rest of the ethnic stew is
peppered with old time Jews clinging to their former territory,
Puerto Ricans, Greeks and all combinations of the above. It
contains the diamond district, borders Wall Street, and is
probably the most diverse area to police in the country. It is
fictional so its boundaries are occasionally stretched to
accommodate stories.
CAGNEY & LACEY is a police show, but the crimes are a background
to the people who commit them and the people who solve them.
Sexism is not a weekly issue. Humanism is.
First and foremost, Chris Cagney and Mary Beth Lacey are good
cops, professionals; not standard bearers. Their response to the
continuing UNCONSCIOUS chauvinism in the precinct is one of the
running themes. It is a show about two women who happen to be
cops, rather than two cops who happen to be women.
Mary Beth and Christine have totally different responses, as two
very different characters. This often puts them in conflict with
each other.
Mary Beth, a married woman, is more used to accommodation and
more sensitive to the struggle in men these days as they redefine
their roles. ,. Chris has a shorter fuse, a little too much macho
identification, and no tolerance for being patronized, hit on, or
being told she doesn’t look like a cop. She is not, however,
above using her attractiveness as a tool if it will make her job
easier.
If it weren’t for Cagney, Lacey might still be working the desk.
She makes Lacey work hard, take risks. But Lacey is also a very
good cop because of her intuition and understanding of people.
She is not as driven as Cagney. Cagney spends more time as a cop,
therefore, she’s good at it. Lacey is a methodical cop, unlike
Cagney who is a hot dog. Both of them, at different times, have
had to kill someone on the job.
Lacey is sometimes envious of Cagney’s money, time, freedom and
higher rank, but she also admires Cagney. Cagney, usually prefers
male company as colleagues and potential role models.
But despite their differences, their deep abiding friendship,



mutual respect and the classic cop/partner loyalty make them a
dynamic unit.

CHRISTINE CAGNEY (Sharon Gless) is a combination of
Westchester money and New York Brooklyn Irish Catholic
street-sense. Her father and mother separated when Cagney
was very young. She went to live with her mother,
grandmother and older brother in Westchester. Christine
felt lonely and isolated in Westchester and doesn’t miss
that lifestyle at all. Cagney was brought up by her mother
to be among the upper crust. When she was nineteen and on
Junior Year Abroad from Barnard in Paris, her mother died.
Christine DID NOT return for the funeral, and her
relationship with her brother, Brian (David Ackroyd), had
been strained since. At her mother’s death, Christine
received a substantial amount of money in trust. Brian, 43,
now lives in California with his wife, Ann, and their two
children.
Chris’ relationship with her father, Charles Fitzgerald
Cagney (Dick O’Neill), a retired police officer whom she
calls Charlie, was a close one. Before his untimely death
last year, she was determined to make him proud of her,
even though their relationship suffered a set—back when
Christine learned of some minor bribe—accepting he was
engaged in during his time on the force. Charlie Cagney had
a stormy relationship with Donna La Marr (Carole Cook), a
retired Rockette. Chris only grudgingly approved.
When Charlie became ill in December of 1985, Christine
faced the fact that he was growing older. Charlie’s
drinking brought on the crisis; he was told that if he kept
drinking, he’d die. After repeated attempts by Christine to
get him to control his drinking,her own drinking escalated.
Later she found him dead in his apartment from an
alcohol—related accident. This triggered a binge which
brought Christine to a recognition of her own alcoholism
and ultimately, to Alcoholics Anonymous (A.A). Chris began
to repair her relationship with her brother, Brian, during
a visit to California and when Brian came to New York to
see Charlie in the hospital. Their relationship was further
strengthened when Brian came for Charlie’s funeral. There
is an implied fresh rift, the result of Cagney’s drinking
when she visited Brian post—funeral. Cagney has also
developed a relationship with her 21 year old niece,
Bridget(Amanda Wyss).
Christine loves the city. She loves the pace. She loves her
job. She wants to be the first woman Police Commissioner
(she became a Detective in October 1981, a Sergeant in



April, 1985). Her ambition is not without conflict. If love
comes, it will sneak up on her. She’s not looking for Mr.
Right, although a Mr. Possible intrigues her. She had
renewed interest in Dory McKenna (Barry Primus), a fellow
detective who had earlier abuse problems with cocaine. But
that ended. She makes light of her social matchmaking
attempts. The truth is, however, that she knows the
intimacy marriage would require and she’s not willing to
make the commitment until she knows absolutely for sure
that she can make it wholeheartedly. And who can know
anything absolutely for sure? Cagney had been seeing an
ACLU lawyer, David Keeler(Stephen Macht),on a non—exclusive
basis for two years. However, this relationship hit some
rocks when he defended a perp who had attempted to murder
her. The relationship continued in an on—again off—again
manner until he proposed marriage. This triggered a declaration
of independence in which she decided on a life without matrimony.
At an A.A. meeting later in the season, she met Nick Amatucci
(Carl Weintraub),a muscular, charming plumber. They dated
regularly through the rest of the season. She is a romantic
conservative. She had never gone out with a blue collar guy
before.
She has an easy, bantering manner, yet wouldn’t stop at anything
to get what she wants. She is comfortable in almost any
situation. . . except showing her vulnerability. Access to tender
emotions is hard; however, since she has been in A.A., she is
making progress in these areas. She can be tough, all-cop when
the need arises. Cagney still wants to be one of the boys, even
though she’s a sergeant.
Christine lives in a loft in Soho purchased with the money her
mother left her. Cagney’s address: 743 Broome Street N.Y. N.Y.
10013

MARY BETH LACEY (Tyne Daly) became a cop nineteen years ago
because it was one of the few good—paying jobs open to
women at that time. One night on the subway, she saw a
recruitment poster for the police force and decided to take
the entrance exam. Successful at that, she enrolled in the
academy and, much to her pleasure, graduated third in her
class. She takes pride in her profession, works hard at it,
and does it well.
Mary Beth was raised in Boston as an only child. Her father
deserted the family when she was eight. Her mother worked
hard and long in a factory raising her daughter alone. Mary
Beth has a strong sense of family and a clear memory of
being a latch—key kid and missing her mother. She doesn’t
want her sons and daughter to be deprived in the same way.
She attended Queens College for nearly two years,and now
lives in Queens with husband, Harvey (John Karlen),the two



boys, Harvey Jr.(Tony La Torre), Michael (Troy W. Slaten),
and Alice Christine (Dana Bardolph, Paige Bardolph twins
who portrayed the infant Alice,later played by Michelle
Sepe). She and Harvey have a solid marriage with all its
ups and downs. They had a serious crisis when an inner ear
infection cost Harvey his job as a high steel worker. But
he pulled out of his depression, switched careers and is
now contracting out for remodeling jobs around the city. It
allows him a flexibility of schedule that Mary Beth doesn’t
have and gives him a chance to be his own boss and share
the parental and household responsibilities.

Harvey and Mary Beth are blue collar with a lot of the
traditional belief systems. However, they are first and
foremost individuals who take their commitments and
relationships very seriously and are capable of surprising
themselves and others with a new way of looking at
problems. Because Mary Beth was a cop when she and Harvey
met, that “adjustment” was made a long time ago.
Mary Beth has now returned to Queens College as a night
class student. She has always dreamed of finishing school
and is in love with Shakespeare. However, work, family and
school is a lot to juggle, so this semester, she’s put her
education on hold.
Mary Beth doesn’t always understand her partner, Christine
Cagney, but she is fiercely loyal to her. There are times
when she admits to herself that she would like some of the
“advantages” Cagney has: the freedom from responsibility
and the money to do some things. But at the cost of her
family? No.
Mary Beth is no John Wayne. She likes to “think” a way out
of a problem rather than shoot a way out. She doesn’t mind
that Christine is a hot dog and therefore gets more
attention and accolades than she does; but once in a while
she’d like Cagney to give her more credit. As often as not,
their cases are solved as much by Lacey’s dogged
determination and attention to detail as by Cagney’s flashy
style.

Mary Beth is open to examining the effects the job has on
her and enjoys the fantasy of packing it all up and heading
out with her family to a place where it’s quiet and safe
for her children. When Lacey is upset, she does one of two
things. She either talks obsessively about unrelated
subjects or doesn’t talk at all. Instead, she bakes bread,
she cleans the refrigerator, moves furniture. She keeps
busy. She is 40, about to be 41. Harve is approximately the
same age. Harve Jr. is 18, Michael is 14 and Alice is two.



An incident of breast cancer brought the conflict of job
versus family into sharp focus for Mary Beth. She came
through it with a clear sense of how much she loves her
life and being a cop. Her feeling is that Alice is a
precious gift.
Harvey occasionally resents Cagney for getting Lacey into
trouble or exposing her to unnecessary danger. Harvey has
quite a few conspiracy theories and is a self-educated
liberal; sometimes his sophisticated views can surprise us.
Lacey has been promoted to Detective Second Grade and is
making more money. Harvey’s contracting business is also
doing well. Their success means less time at home, less
time together and day care for Alice. Muriel, Harvey’s
mother (Neva Patterson), sometimes helps out with the kids.
Lacey’s father, Martin Zzbiske (Richard Bradford), from whom she
has been estranged for most of her life, is making an effort to reinsert
himself into the family picture.

Harve’s success as a contractor plus Lacey’s sustaining
income has allowed the Laceys to realize one of their
dreams: they have bought a house of their own. A home with
a rec room in the basement and a room for each of the kids.
The house is in Fresh Meadows, Queens. Harve Jr., against
his parents’ wishes, joined the Marines. There was a family
scare when he was missing during a training accident, but
it turned out to be a false report. Also, the new house has
been nothing but trouble. They’ve been burglarized, and
their neighbors include a wife beater who brought Police
Brutality charges against Lacey and whose son introduced
Michael to marijuana. Another neighbor’s child in Alice’s
day care is carrying the AIDS virus. Lacey is starting to
look at their new life and home like it’s the Amityville
Horror. She yearns for the city.
New Lacey address: 18945 Jewel Avenue (at Utopia Parkway)
Fresh Meadows (house)   Old Lacey address:  333 86th Street
Jackson Heights, NY 11370.  .

LIEUTENANT ALBERT SAMUELS (Al Waxman). Commander of the Detective
Squad, has seen it all. He’s not without ambition, but has seen
too many younger men promoted over him to realistically expect to
progress beyond his current rank. He’s a fossil, an old-time cop
with “blue coming out of his ears,” who worked his way up through
the ranks without Affirmative Action or graduate degrees. He
cares deeply about the Fourteenth and the people he commands.
He’s solid and hard—nosed, with a memory like a Rolodex file.



Gruff and hard—driving, he drives no one harder than himself.
When Cagney and Lacey were promoted to the Fourteenth, he had to
admit that he’d rather they weren’t in his squad. Not because he
felt they couldn’t handle the job, but because he didn’t want to
have to deal with all the side effects of having two women in the
squad room. He changed his mind.
He has a lot of respect and admiration for Christine Cagney.
She’s good and she’s all cop. But it’s a helluva lot easier
talking to Mary Beth. And, past Cagney’s flash, he can see
Lacey’s steady, hard work. Divorced from Thelma, he worked his
way through a mid-life crises. He now wants very much to figure
out how to go on from there. How to rebuild a life and make it
work this time. He has a difficult time dealing with his three
children, especially his oldest son, David (Matthew Barry). He is
still not resolved about his relationship with Thelma. She dates
and they still see each other occasionally. He used to see a
psychiatrist. However, his personal life is exactly that. He
tries not to bring it into the squad room. Recently, for health
reasons he stopped drinking, a fact he’d like to keep as quiet as
possible. Samuel’s son, David marries an older Vietnamese woman
who is in the restaurant business. Samuels has begun the long and
difficult process of reconciling with his son, realizing that
David has the right to his own dreams. David’s wife (actress Keiu
Chinh) gave birth to Samuels’ only grandchild, Nguyen. At least
for the time being, Samuels is a workaholic, putting most of his
time and energy into his work. Things have changed a lot in
twenty years, and Bert Samuels is trying to sort it all out for
himself. As a result of an angina attack which revealed a heart
condition, Samuels has changed his eating habits and lost a great
deal of weight.

MARCUS PETRIE (Carl Lumly). Formerly Isbecki’s partner, was
finally promoted to Sergeant and left the Fourteenth Precinct. He
has a wife, Claudia (Vonetta McGee) and a daughter Lauren.

VICTOR ISBECKI (Martin Kove) is a maverick cop. Or so he likes to
tell everyone. His childhood fantasy was to become a wild-west
gunfighter. But, when you grow up in Brooklyn, wild-west
gunfighter opportunities are rather limited. So he became a cop.
He prides himself on his work.
An affable bear of a man, he’s got a real thing for “broads.” The
addition of Cagney and Lacey to the team was a mixed blessing for
him. He tries to watch his language, watch Cagney’s legs without
getting caught, and maintain his usual barrage of jokes without
wandering into the areas that set off Lacey. However, with time,
he’s adjusted to the women in the squad room and has developed a
bantering relationship with Cagney, one in which he almost gets
in the zinger as often as she does.
He is fanatical about sports of all kinds. He is the squadroom’s
resident male chauvinist. He is, however, revealing a sensitive
side. He recently was caught scooping heroin, to give to his



mother who was dying of cancer and in terrible pain. When Cagney,
Lacey and Samuels covered for him he became indebted to them all.
He fell in love with an older woman, Ginger (Kelly Jean Peters),
who is neither beauty queen nor bimbo, but a college professor
and single mother. They married in 1988. He’s in his late
thirties. He was the apple of his mother’s eye. She died of
cancer last year.

AL CORASSA (Paul Mantee) is partnered with Manny Esposito. He is
a conservative widower and career cop who has reservations about
Esposito’s work style. His former partner, Jonah Newman (Dan
Shor), died in 1986 from a random gunshot.

MANNY ESPOSITO (Robert Hegyes) is a street-smart Hispanic cop with a
sentimental streak hidden by the desire to make a buck. He
loves to get married. Although he’s broken off his
engagement to his third wife, he is still close to her as
well as his two previous wives. He looks at Corassa as a
father figure and rebels against him with his casual dress
and even more casual demeanor.

RONALD COLEMAN (Harvey Atkin)is the Desk Sergeant for the
14th. He has a retarded daughter, and loves to make lame
jokes. He’s a gambler, a busybody and a clown.

VERNA DEE JORDAN (Merry Clayton)is a middle-aged, black
female detective who joined the 14th squad at the start of
the 1987-88 season to replace Petrie. She is a single
parent of four children, mostly grown. She came late to the
force from a welfare background. She’s a whiz at the
typewriter and a homespun philosopher.

TONY STANTINOPOLIS (Barry Sattels),Cagney’s gay neighbor.
He is a warm, generous and humorous man. Tony and Cagney
have developed an open, friendly, non—sexual relationship
that offers a non— threatening closeness for both of them.

PAUL LA GUARDIA (Sid Clute)was the senior detective on the
squad before his retirement. He and Samuels went back a
long way and it was to LaGuardia that Samuels turned for
advice from time to time. LaGuardia lives with a much
younger woman in New Jersey. He is enjoying life to the
fullest and has not been seen since his retirement.



FIRST SEASON 1982
Note: In these six episodes, Meg Foster portrays Christine Cagney

POP USED TO WORK CHINATOWN
Director: Georg Stanford Brown
Written by: Brian McKay
Five men, part of a Chinatown gang, rob a bank and get away, but
not before Cagney and Lacey manage to shoot at the getaway car.
Cagney’s father, Charlie, a retired police officer, involves
himself in the accident, as Chinatown was once his beat. Through
a series of leads and through Charlie’s former connections, the
two detectives solve the case and catch the gang, although the
driver of the getaway car dies as a result of the earlier shoot-
out. (It was determined that he was killed by a shot fired by
Lacey.) Subplot: Harvey gets a construction job but is forced to
quit because of his inner—ear problem.

STREET SCENE
Director: Ray Danton
Written by: Claudia Adams
An elderly man is accused of murdering a member of a street gang,
and Cagney and Lacey eventually prove his innocence through the
victim’s brother —— but not before Lacey faces her own prejudice
against the Latino gang members. Subplot: Petrie and his wife
throw a baby shower and do not invite Cagney and Lacey. They
crash it anyway, hoping to gain favor with the wives of their
fellow detectives.

BETTER THAN EQUAL
Director: Ray Danton
Written by: Bud Freeman
Sparks fly when Cagney and Lacey are assigned to protect Helen
Granger, an anti-feminist, Phyllis Schlafly-type who is being
harassed by an obscene phone caller bent on killing her. Subplot:
A popular journalist condemns the two detectives when they
strongly disapprove of paroling their first collar -- an Attica
inmate who, if freed, could become a successful professional
boxer.

SUFFER THE CHILDREN
Director: Ray Danton
Written by: Paul Ehrmann
In rescuing a four—year—old girl from a seventh—floor window
ledge, Cagney and Lacey discover she’s a victim of parental abuse
in a family whose older daughter has disappeared -- possibly raped
and murdered by the father two years before. Cagney and Lacey
search for evidence pertaining to the missing daughter’s murder



and are later able to arrest the father via the mother’s
confession of his abuse toward all the members of the family.
Subplot: Cagney’s interest in a suave, handsome lawyer ends when
she discovers he’s married. Isbecki, Petrie, La Guardia, Cagney,
and Lacey go undercover at a fashionable hotel in order to flush
out a pickpocket purse-snatching ring.

BEYOND THE GOLDEN DOOR
Director: Reza Badiyi
Written by: Marshall Goldberg
Cagney and Lacey help an illegal alien from Guatemala locate her
sister who disappeared while being smuggled into New York by
boat. When the sister turns up dead, the two detectives go
undercover in the garment industry in order to track down her
murderers. Subplot: Cagney is unable to accept the fact that her
father has a girlfriend. Harvey refuses to acknowledge his
inner—ear balance problem by climbing out on a window ledge in
order to prove he’s still a man.

BANG. BANG. YOU’RE DEAD
Director: Georg Stanford Brown
Written by: Barbara Avedon & Barbara Corday
Adaptation by Barney Rosenzweig
A series of prostitute murders brings Cagney and Lacey to the
rescue as undercover decoys. In stalking their prey, they hook up
with “Cleo,” a real prostitute, who, they hope, will help them
flush out their target. Under Cleo’s lead they work the Times
Square area, meeting all the relevant riff raff: a drunk, a
priest, a cigar-chomping fat man, et al.  ... When Cleo is killed by
the maniac, the case gets a lot more personal. Shortly thereafter
the murderer appears at the window (they’re all staying at the
local fleabag as an undercover set—up) and crashes through.
Cagney bags him, along with lots of help from her chums, and all
ends well.

2ND SEASON 1983
NOTE: the so-called “True Beginning” of the series, referring to the advent of Sharon
Gless playing the role of Christine Cagney

INTERNAL AFFAIRS
Director: Alexander Singer
Teleplay by Aubrey Soloman & Steven Greenberg
Story by Joanne Pagiaro
The Internal Affairs Department suspects there is a leak in the
14th Precinct; Cagney and Lacey have been assigned to find out
who it is. The suspicion causes stress on the whole department
and places Isbecki in danger while he is on an undercover
hijacking assignment. Subplot: Cagney finds out that thirty—odd



years ago her father was “on the take,” and it becomes a major
stumbling block in their relationship.

ONE OF OUR OWN
Director: Reza Badiyi
Written by: Robert Crais & April Smith
An officer is shot in a restaurant and it turns out to be a
“wrong shoot.” The hired gun was supposed to kill the accountant,
who was doing books for a crook who is now under investigation by
the FBI. The accountant had no idea he was working for crooks. He
hides out, but the assassin kidnaps his wife. She leads him to
her husband, and Cagney and Lacey arrive in time to prevent a
killing and arrest the gun-man. Subplot: The guys try to keep
Cagney off the intramural baseball team. They want it all guys
until they find out they can’t play unless the team is coed.

BEAUTY BURGLARS
Director: Ray Danton
Teleplay by April Smith & Robert Crais
Story by Patt Shea and Harriet Weiss
Some guys posing as uniformed police invade very posh beauty
shops, lock the doors, and rob the patrons. They are finally
caught because one of the stolen items shows up at a jewelers and
is purchased by the husband of the woman from whom it was stolen.
Subplot:
Lacey’s best friend is getting married and Lacey, matron of
honor, can’t afford the dress the friend wants her to wear.
Harvey becomes insecure, thinking Lacey wants to have that kind
of money, too.

MR. LONELYHEARTS

NOTE: features an all-too-brief appearance by Tony Award winning actress, Judith Ivey
Director: James Sheldon
Written by: Jeffrey Lane
Cagney and Lacey investigate a marriage scam. A man poses as a
preacher and marries his wife off to lonely men they find in the
personal columns of magazines. The wife then says she’s got a
serious illness, and the husband sends money to keep her in the
hospital and pay her bills while she’s in New York getting
treatments. One husband comes to New York to find her and that’s
how the truth comes out. Subplot: Cagney meets a guy after she’s
decided to try celibacy for a while. They’re very attached to
each other, but she won’t let him near, saying they should get to
know each other first. She finally relents.

HIGH STEEL
Director: Reza Badiyi



Written by: Rogers Turrentine
When Cagney and Lacey investigate an apparent accident on a
construction site, they uncover the builder’s scheme to use
defective material. Subplot: Harvey Lacey has to face his
inability to handle heights in order to save Lacey from a high
fall.

WITNESS TO AN INCIDENT
Director: Alexander Singer
Teleplay by Paul L. Erhmann and April Smith and Robert Crais &
Jeffrey Lane and Frank Abatemarco
A Neighborhood Watch guy gets killed chasing a perp who robbed a
neighborhood pharmacy. Did the cop (who was also chasing) kill
him with a “throw—down” or was there another gun on the scene?
The Cop is suspended pending investigation, because he claimed he
shot in self-defense. Cagney saw the gun and confirms the
uniformed cops story; Lacey didn’t see the gun and cannot confirm
the rush to an “official version.” They can’t agree on a story.
Turns out the guy did have a gun, which was against the
Neighborhood Watch rules. His partner on the watch had secreted
it before the cop got to the body. Subplot: The tension between
Cagney and Lacey over Lacey not trusting Cagney’s story and going
with her own.

HOTLINE
Director: Leo Penn
Written by: Frank Abatemarco
Cagney and Lacey investigate a rash of stranglings of
women. They learn that the women all worked for an erotic
hotline to make money on the side and that the murderer is
a wanted felon who is the hotline’s messenger. Cagney and
Lacey nab him just as he’s about to murder his fifth
victim. Subplot: Samuels gets into hot water with Deputy
Inspector Marquette when he gives a live mini—cam report on
what he says is a series of related slayings contradicting
his superior’s theory of the stranglings of the hotline
workers.

CONDUCT UNBECOMING
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Rogers Turrentine
Cagney, Lacey, and Anti-Crime Officer Stephens try to break
an illegal handgun operation. Stephens has information that
leads them to a potential collar. But when it turns out
that Stephens posed for photos in a porno publication for
gay men, he is suspended from the force. Nevertheless,
Cagney and Lacey insist he is vested in the case and



successfully make the collar with him. Subplot: The 14th
Precinct wins $1,000 in the lottery, but lose it all when
they “go for broke,” hoping for the million dollar win.

I’LL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
Director: Burt Brinkerhoff
Written by: Robert Crais
It’s Christmas Eve, and everyone at the Precinct wants to
leave early because each one has “special plans.” However,
when the “Santa Claus” who has unsuccessfully conned
Samuels out of five dollars and been arrested escapes from
the holding tank, everyone pitches in to recapture him.
Subplot: Petrie’s baby is overdue, and when complications
arise, he asks Cagney and Lacey to drive his wife to the
hospital. After Santa is recaptured, Cagney and Lacey work
out a scheme to get him released (so as not to do paperwork
or court appearances on Christmas) and get him some money
to boot. Petrie has a baby girl, Lauren, and Claudia, his
wife, is fine.

RECREATIONAL USE
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: April Smith
Cagney and Lacey, along with another detective, Cagney love-
interest Dory McKenna,are investigating the deaths of some senior
citizens. Turns out the buildings are all owned by the same guy,
who is sabotaging his own property to try to get the old tenants
out so he can raise the rents or raze the buildings. Subplot:
Dory McKenna is a heavy cocaine user.

THE GRANDEST JEWEL THIEF OF THEM ALL

NOTE:  If you don’t blink, you can catch Oscar Winner (King of Scotland) actor Forest
Whitaker

Director: Victor Lobl
Written by: Michael Piller
Albert Grand, never convicted of all the hotel safe robberies the
police are sure he committed, is now seventy years old, released
from jail, and back into his old habits. Cagney and Lacey are on
his trail, having met him in a case of a father kidnapping his
own kid. They realize who he is and go after him, but he eludes
them again. Subplot: Cagney’s fascinated by the guy and charmed
by him. She wants to get him; he’s challenged her.



HOPES AND DREAMS
Director: Peter Levin
Written by: Frank Abatemarco
Cagney and Lacey bust a gang of thieves who rob the homes of
people while they are at the funeral of a loved one. They take
everything, dump the furniture, and hock the jewels. They pose as
a relative of the mourner, show a key in order to gain entry.
Subplot: One victim is a paraplegic young girl whose bike has
been stolen. The bike is her inspiration to try to recover, and
she wants that very one back.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
Director: Peter Levin
Written by: Jeffrey Lane
A woman is found burned in an abandoned building. Turns out she
was murdered so the killer could steal her baby and sell it to
another woman. Subplot: The squad has a new female detective.
Cagney and Lacey must train her. She screws up royally. Cagney
and Lacey deal with their own jealousies in their reactions to
her.

OPEN AND SHUT CASE

NOTE: features Tony Award winning actress, Jonelle Allen   
Director: Nicholas Sgarro
Written by: Terry Louise Fisher & Steve Brown
Lt. Samuels hands Cagney and Lacey are handed a seemingly “open
and shut” case: a matter of a man being murdered in front of
dozens of witnesses. But the more they probe, they realize that
because of the long-standing feud between Turks and Armenians,
their suspect is being railroaded. Subplot: A woman who was a
rape victim is being asked to once again go into court to testify
against the men who assaulted her. The endless court process has
ruined her life and she appeals to Cagney and Lacey to help her
get out of it.

JANE DOE #37

NOTE:features Multiple Emmy Award winning actress (Everybody
Loves Raymond), Doris Roberts

Director: Stan Lathan
Written by: Peter Lefcourt
A bag lady is murdered and everyone assumes that the murder has
no significance. But Cagney is determined to find out who killed
the woman and, more importantly, who the woman is. She doesn’t
think anyone should be buried with a number instead of a name.
Subplot: Cagney wishes everyone would forget about her upcoming



birthday.

BURN OUT

NOTE: Emmy winner for Tyne Daly, Outstanding Lead Actress in a
Drama Series.

Director: Don Weiss
Written by: Del Reisman and Chelsea Nickerson
Lacey is having a very difficult time juggling all her duties:
mother, cop, wife. She knows she can hold it all together for
just two more days until her much needed vacation, but when
Samuels takes her vacation away to put her on yet another case,
she falls apart. She walks away from everything…job and family…as
she rides the train to the end of the line, all but disappearing
for a couple of days, and ultimately sort out her feelinqs at a
not so lonely beach. Subplot: Cagney goes undercover as a nun at
a hospital to find out who’s been smuggling drugs.

CHOP SHOP
Director: Bill Duke
Written by: Kevin Sullivan
Isbecki is working undercover on a stolen cars-for-parts
operation. A tactical error on Cagney’s part puts him in danger
of being killed. Trying to find him, Petrie is involved in a
shooting of a youth. As the squad works overtime to find Isbecki,
Petrie also tries to sort out his confused feelings about the
shooting, and about his attitude in general toward the people who
live in the ghetto.

DATE RAPE

Director: John Patterson
Written by: Terry Louise Fisher   Story by: Terry Louise Fisher &
Steve Brown
Cagney and Lacey take on the case of a woman who was raped by a
man she picked up in a bar. The men in the squad room think the
case is a subject of some humor; it is more likely a case of a
one—night stand who never called back. Cagney, in her continuing
effort to be thought of as one of the guys, begins to take on
their attitude. She quickly changes her mind, however, when the
woman is brutally beaten and raped again by the same man.
Subplot: As a gag, the guys fix Samuels up on a blind date with a
prostitute. He has no idea what her occupation is and begins to
fall in love with her.



LET THEM EAT PRETZELS
Director: Harry Harris
Written by Peter Lefcourt
A wealthy, playboy Arab is involved in a hit-and-run accident
which puts garment-industry-worker Sol Klein in the hospital.
Cagney and Lacey are assigned the duty of arresting the Arab,
Moqtadi,but Moqtadi claims extra-territorial sovereignty and
won’t come out of the Mission of Zamir. Cagney and Lacey find a
clever way to trick Moqtadi into paying Klein’s hospital bills ——

and more. Subplot: Harvey’s mother, Muriel, has come to stay with
the Laceys. She feels she no longer has a purpose in life and
turns to Mary Beth for advice.

THE GANG’S ALL THERE
Director: Christian I. Nyby, II
Written by: Lee Sheldon
Petrie has won a commendation and the members of the 14th go out
to celebrate. While they are there, the bar is robbed. Everybody
but Isbecki (who’s out on a case) has their guns, their shields,
their possessions, taken. They are humiliated and become the
laughing stock of the police force. The men and women of the 14th

put all their energies into finding the armed robbers. Subplot: A
young child has disappeared and Cagney and Lacey trace him to his
grandparents, who have designs on kidnapping him to see that he
has a “decent upbringing.”

THE INFORMANT

Director: Michael Vejar
Written by: Larry Konner and Ronnie Wenker—Konner
Cagney and Lacey are having a difficult time cracking a PCP ring.
They decide to use an informant, even though they both have
qualms about that. Their informant burns them, leaving a high
school kid in the hospital. They decide not to use the informant
any more, but he ends up selling information to someone else,
getting out of jail once again. Subplot: Harvey Jr. interviews
everyone at the Fourteenth for a report he’s doing for school.

A CRY FOR HELP
Director: Barbara Peters
Written by: Terry Louise Fisher and Chris Abbott
Cagney and Lacey are working with two detectives in the Fraud
Squad to solve a real estate bunko case. One of the two men, an
old classmate of Lacey’s is beating his wife. Subplot: Cagney is
dating an incredibly romantic man who, under a pseudonym, writes
“bodice rippers.” Cagney convinces Lacey to read one of his books
for her since she can’t get through it.



THIRD SEASON SPRING 1984
Note: this abbreviated season, when the series was brought back
by “popular demand,” is only seven episodes. They were to serve
as an “audition” for any subsequent season(s).

A KILLER’S DOZEN
Director: John Patterson
Written by: Peter Lefcourt
Cagney and Lacey don their police uniforms when the Patrolman’s
Association goes on strike. While “walking a beat,” they attempt
to solve the murder of twelve women. The solution hinges on using
Cagney as bait. Subplot: Petrie’s refusal to cross the picket
line jeopardizes his job, while Cagney augments her income in a
precinct poker game.

PARTNERS
Director: Joel Oliansky
Written by: Patricia Green
Cagney lands in the hospital after being shot by a fleeing liquor
store hold-up suspect. Lacey must try to find him with the help
of her new partner,-- a man who’d rather be dining at fine
restaurants than chasing crazed killers in deserted alleyways.
Subplot: Cagney’s father finds himself unable to visit his
daughter in the hospital.

THE BABY BROKER

Note: Emmy winner for Tyne Daly, Outstanding Lead Actress in a
Drama Series.
Director: John Patterson
Written by: Terry Louise Fisher
When Cagney and Lacey investigate a case of child abandonment;
Lacey decides to offer temporary housing for the abandoned child.
She finds herself unable to pursue the case without emotional
attachment, however, as the baby becomes more and more a part of
her life. Subplot: Cagney’s boyfriend, whose career is in
theatre, cannot adjust to the violence of Cagney’s career in law
enforcement.

MATINEE
Director: Karen Arthur
Written by: Chris Abbott-Fish
Three bored suburban housewives have found a way to put some
excitement into their country club lives: They go into the city
for matinees -— and not just the kind that take place on stage. The
sexual liaisons continue— until one of them is murdered; Cagney
and Lacey arrest her lover, a male stripper, using the name The
Marquis de Sade, but can’t make the charges stick. Re-examining



the evidence, in a Columbo-like finish, Cagney and Lacey set a
trap for the victim’s husband, who confesses to the murder of his
wife. Subplot: Samuels’ son, David, is arrested for stealing a
car, and Samuels refuses to get him out of jail. He wants David
to understand the consequences of his actions, but, spurred on by
Cagney’s shared regret over her lack of communication with Brian,
her brother in California, the Lieutenant rushes off to his son’s
arraignment and Cagney, taking a deep breath, makes a
long—overdue phone call to her brother.

THE BOUNTY HUNTER

Note: features Tony Award and Golden Globe award-winning actor,
Brian Dennehy, in the episode’s title role
Director: Bill Duke
Written by: Steve Brown
On the trail of an armed robber, Cagney and Lacey encounter a
bounty hunter named MacGruder. He’s rude, crude, macho, and
charming in his own way. Always one step ahead of Cagney and
Lacey, he especially gets under Cagney’s skin. MacGruder gets to
the perp just as he’s about to board a bus to Atlantic City.
Cagney chases them both through a bus terminal. As they’re about
to get away, Lacey accosts them. MacGruder tries to bribe her
with a percentage of his bounty money, but she refuses. The perp
is arrested, and MacGruder heads home, to Cagney’s delight and
regret. Subplot: Michael Lacey has reached the fourth grade
without knowing how to read. Lacey and Harvey decide to teach him
themselves.

VICTIMLESS CRIME
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Peter Lefcourt
Lacey discovers there are actually many victims involved in the
making of a pornographic movie, as she and Cagney try to bring
some of the perpetrators to justice. Subplot: A visiting French
detective makes Lacey a romantic offer which she must refuse.

CHOICES
Director: Karen Arthur
Written by: Terry Louise Fisher
A false pregnancy forces Cagney to face her biological clock and
to realize that her options in life, as to when to marry and when
to have a family, have diminished. Subplot: The detectives try to
bring a reluctant witness in to testify against a slum landlord.
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CHILD WITNESS
Director: Karen Arthur
Written by: Deborah Arakelian
Cagney and Lacey are called by a school principal who has reason
to believe that a six-year-old girl has been sexually abused. The
child accuses her twenty—two—year old babysitter, who denies the
allegation. Later, the girl tells Cagney and Lacey (after
coaching from her father) that she lied; they don’t believe her.
When Cagney and Lacey confront the father, a noted defense
attorney, and ask why he encouraged his daughter to lie, he
declares he doesn’t want his daughter to go through the trauma of
testifying. Cagney and Lacey convince him that if the molester
remains free, other children will become victims just like his
daughter. He allows his daughter to decide for herself. She will
testify. Subplot: Petrie, dressed for undercover work, is
mistaken for a car thief by two uniformed officers and rousted.

HEAT

Note: Emmy Winner in several categories, including
Outstanding Drama Series, Outstanding Directing, and
Outstanding Film Sound Mixing

Director: Karen Arthur
Written by: Leo A. Arthur
While Cagney and Lacey investigate vandalism at a railroad yard,
Lacey is abducted by a young armed thug who keeps her locked in a
railroad car in order to get away from the authorities. Heat from
the summer sun broils the pair in the boxcar. They move to a
shack and eventually, with the help of helicopters, most of the
14th, and the Swat teams for cover, Cagney leads the assault on
the shack that saves her partner.

INSUBORDINATION
Director: John Patterson
Written by: Peter Lefcourt
When Cagney and Lacey are assigned to a cocaine dealing case they
discover that their commanding officer is Dory McKenna, once
Cagney’s boyfriend and a one-time cocaine addict. Cagney must
deal with her ambivalent feelings toward Dory’s re—entry into her
life. Subplot: Samuels must deal with his feelings toward being
ordered about by an officer that he once caught taking bribes.

OLD DEBTS
Director: John Patterson
Written by: Judy Merl & Paul Eric Myers
Cagney and Lacey are assigned to guard a cop killer on parole, at
a hotel until he can get new identity and be moved out of the



area. Not for long, Cagney & Lacey’s charge is killed by a bomb
concealed in a telephone that explodes while they have him under
guard. Although they are besieged with congratulations from the
entire department (except for Internal Affairs) Cagney and Lacey
are determined to find the killer. Subplot: Cagney and Dory
rekindle their relationship.

FATHERS AND DAUGHTERS
Director: Karen Arthur
Written by: Steve Brown
Cagney and Lacey investigate an apparent suicide. While
questioning the victim’s wife, she confesses to murder, without a
motive. The daughter, Jane, also confesses to the murder, without
motive. Cagney and Lacey confront Jane in the hopes that she will
retract her confession. Instead, they find out she has been
sexually abused by her father and that he was going to leave his
wife. Now they have two confessions and two motives. Finally,
Cagney and Lacey track down the family maid, who had disappeared
the night of the murder. With her statement, we finally learn the
truth: Jane had confronted her father about the years of abuse
and its effect on her life; Her mother had overheard and, after
Jane left, had killed her husband. Jane had confessed only to
protect her mother and expurgate her feelings of guilt. Subplot:
Charlie Cagney meets Dory McKenna unexpectedly in Cagney’s loft
on a Sunday morning,and confronts his feelings about his
daughter’s sexuality.

TAXI CAB MURDERS
Director: Karen Arthur
Written by: Ronnie Wenker-Konner
Cagney and Lacey, undercover driving cabs, are in search of a
murderer who has been killing taxi cab drivers with a mountain-
climbing pick. They locate a prime suspect, and during the
interrogation an undercover cop finds the murderer in the act.
Subplot: Michael Lacey upset that his mother does not tell him
the truth about her job assignments nor keep her promises to “do
nothing dangerous,” runs away from home.

AN UNUSUAL OCCURRENCE
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Georgia Jeffries
Returning from a meeting in Spanish Harlem, Cagney and Lacey stop
at a grocery. While Cagney waits for her partner in the car, she
hears glass breaking. In the alley, she finds a young, wild-eyed
Puerto Rican boy swinging a baseball bat. He ignores her commands
to stop and keeps coming at her. She shoots, critically wounding
him. Auturo Perez, a Geraldo Rivera—type reporter, takes up the
cause ... an innocent young Latin, brutally shot by an over—zealous,
bigoted, female cop. Because of the structure of the law, Perez



is free to attack Cagney, but the people of the 14th are unable
to get the records and test results needed to clear her. Even the
boy’s death is just more news for Perez, but now Cagney can get
the info she needs to clear herself. Lacey informs Perez,
demanding he clear Cagney on TV, but for him, it’s no longer
news. Case closed. Cagney, trying to come to terms with her
feelings about the killing, goes to face the boy’s mother.
Subplot: When Cagney needs Dory most, he’s unavailable to
her...on his own case. On his return he offers to fix up her
predicament. She tells him, she doesn’t need any “white knight.”

THANK GOD IT’S MONDAY
Director: Victor Lobl
Written by: Peter Lefcourt
The detectives are looking forward to the weekend, when Samuels
informs them that they will have to work to get their files
organized by Monday. When two pieces of paperwork are compared it
is learned that the Statute of Limitations on a particularly
heinous felony ends at midnight. The closer they get to the perp,
the farther away they get from their weekend plans. Despite all
the obstacles, they eventually get their man within minutes of
the midnight deadline. Subplot: Harvey and Dory come to an
accommodation about their friendship (or, more precisely,
their lack of friendship) while waiting for Cagney and
Lacey to finish paperwork /investigation. Subplot: We meet
Isbecki’s girlfriend, Bon Bon, for the first time.

HOOKED
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Patricia Green
When the man who sponsored Dory McKenna through the drug
rehab program is arrested for cocaine possession sale, Dory
tells Cagney it’s a case of mistaken identity. But later,
when it is learned that the evidence in the case has been
tampered with, Cagney struggles with the possibility that
Dory may have been responsible. Subplot: Harvey Lacey is
bed-ridden, with a bad back, and Lacey tries to juggle
nursing him, taking care of her family and doing her job.

LADY LUCK
Director: Gabrielle Beaumont
Teleply by Lisa Seidman, Story by Daniel S. Preniszni
Lacey thwarts a woman’s suicide attempt, but then feels a
sense of responsibility for her life. When the woman, a
compulsive gambler, is threatened by loan sharks, Lacey
again tries to save her life, and when the woman is found
murdered, Cagney and Lacey go after the loan sharks with a



vengeance. Subplot: Isbecki falls hard for Jennifer, a
victim of an attempted rape. But after she is attacked
again Jennifer leaves town, and Isbecki’s heart is broken.

OUT OF CONTROL
Director: Karen Arthur
Written by: Judy Merl and Paul Eric Myers
A man is shot to death during an attempted cat burglary.
Upon further investigation Cagney and Lacey learn he was
accidentally shot with the gun which he and his wife had
purchased illegally in order to protect themselves from
intruders. Subplot: Lacey catches Harvey Jr. playing with
her service revolver. When she realizes that he doesn’t
understand the serious consequences of his action, she is
distraught and finally arranges for him to witness the
autopsy of a young boy who died of a gunshot wound.
Subplot: Cagney has an inauspicious first meeting with
Dory’s children. When one of them becomes ill, Cagney meets
his ex-wife at the hospital and realizes that she is a good
mother and decent woman.

AMERICAN DREAM
Director: Sharron Miller
Teleplay by Harvey Brenner
Story by Steve Brown and Harvey Brenner
The owner of a trucking company is trying to take over the
delivery business for the whole garment industry. Cagney and
Lacey suspect him of arson after a series of garment businesses
are destroyed. They put him under surveillance and, with the aid
of his latest victim, catch his accomplice in the act of fire-
bombing yet another warehouse. Subplot:
Harvey takes a white collar job selling tax shelters. When his
income soars, the Laceys begin thinking about buying their own
home. They find their “dream house,” but before the close of
escrow Harvey realizes how unhappy he is. He wants to go back to
building something with his hands ... “You can’t carve your initials
in a tax shelter.” It means they can’t afford the house but,
although Mary Beth is broken hearted, she insists they couldn’t
really afford the house in the first place. Harvey gives her the
engagement ring she always wanted and they could never afford.
Subplot: Coleman makes book on who will pass the Sergeant’s exam.

HAPPILY EVER AFTER
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Terry Louise Fisher
A stray bullet leads Cagney and Lacey to the solution of 32,000
petty thefts committed by a computer whiz, an accountant for a



department store, who has pilfered pennies from thousands of
customer accounts in order to afford expensive gifts for his rich
girlfriend. Subplot: Dory proposes to Cagney, but she decides she
likes her life the way it is and feels that marriage would turn
her into a different kind of person ... not because of pressure from
Dory but from pressure from herself and... her unrealistic ideas of
what a “wife” should be. Cagney decides she does not want to be
married. Subplot: Isbecki and Petrie try to figure out Sergeant
Coleman’s first name -— from Reginald to Rumpelstiltskin till
Lacey, fondly remembering the movie, A Tale of Two Cities, hits
on it:... Ronald Coleman.

RULES OF THE GAME
Director: Sharron Miller
Written by: Georgia Jeffries
Cagney and Lacey are assigned to a special task force
investigating the murder of a Hungarian diplomat. Captain
Hennessey (Edward Winter) the attractive officer in command,
retains Cagney as his investigative partner while relegating
Lacey to desk duty. Hennessey’s interest in Cagney becomes
obviously more personal than professional, and when she refuses
to trade sexual favors for professional ones, he threatens her
with a poor job evaluation. Lacey breaks the case; she and Cagney
solve the murder while Cagney agonizes over the consequences of
bringing a sexual harassment suit against a fellow officer. With
Lacey’s encouragement, she decides to press charges. Subplot:
Harvey thinks he and Lacey should draw up a will, but Mary Beth
doesn’t want to think about dying. Subplot: Coleman conducts an
aggravating quarterly inventory of office supplies.

STRESS
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Debra Frank & Scott Rubenstein
Cagney witnesses a stabbing and successfully apprehends the
vicious perp, who then threatens her life. He has a long list of
arrests but no convictions because he intimidates witnesses.
Eight witnesses “saw nothing”. Only Cagney and the victim will
testify. When the victim is found murdered and the perp begins to
stalk Cagney, she maintains a brave posture until she begins to
crack under the pressure. Subplot: A mandate is issued that all
detectives must participate in Stress Reduction Seminars, and
Cagney attempts to hide her fear.
Subplot: A stray dog attaches himself to Samuels.

WHO SAID IT’S FAIR? PARTS I AND II
PART I;
Note: Multiple Emmy Award winner: Tyne Daly for Outstanding Lead Actress in a



Drama Series,  Patricia Green for Outstanding Writing in a Drama Series and Jim Gross
for Outstanding Film Editing for a Series

Director: Ray Danton
Teleplay by Patricia Green
Story by Barbara Avedon & Barbara Corday & Claudia Adams and
Patricia Green
PART II:
Director: Ray Danton
Written by: Patricia Green
Cagney and Lacey respond to a call from a worried mother, who
fears her young son is missing. Happily, the boy turns out to be
late. When the mother, a young black woman (Lynn Whitfield)
struggling to stay off welfare, reports her son missing again,
Cagney is judgmental about what she perceives as evidence of
neglect in the home. After discovering money in the child’s
locker, Cagney and Lacey suspect drug involvement. They
eventually find the child trapped in a partially demolished house
where he had been en route as a drug runner and Cagney makes a
dramatic rescue. Juvenile authorities, acting on Cagney’s initial
report, remove the child from his mother’s custody. When the boy,
with his mother’s encouragement, helps them to arrest the pusher,
Cagney changes her mind and proves instrumental in reuniting
mother and child. Subplot: Lacey may have breast cancer, but is
unwilling to go to a doctor. When, with the persistence of Cagney
and Harvey, she is finally examined and diagnosed as having a
malignant tumor, the doctor recommends a mastectomy. Mary Beth,
terrified, must confront her own mortality with Harvey and the
kids. Again at Cagney’s urging, Lacey is persuaded to go for a
second opinion. She discovers that with the malignancy, a
lumpectomy will probably be sufficient. The operation is a
success. Subplot: The 14th Precinct is psyching up for the
Sergeant’s exam, and Lacey is forced to miss it because of her
operation.

LOST AND FOUND
Director: Al Waxman
Teleplay by Georgia Jeffries
Story by Georgia Jeffries and Les Carter
Cagney’s beloved yellow Corvette convertible is stolen, and the
only clue is a graffiti “signature.” Obsessed with recovering her
car, Cagney learns about street graffiti, which leads her to “El
Vengador,” the gang member who stole her car. She then
intimidates him into helping her bust the car theft operation.
Subplot: Lacey is fully recovered from her breast operation, but
does not want to return to work. She feels that she should spend
more time with her family, and, over Cagney’s protestations,
seriously considers leaving the force. Subplot: The video portion
of the Sergeant’s exam occupies Isbecki’s thoughts of how he’ll
look. Petre thinks about the academic
considerations. Cagney’s fear of the potential loss of her



partner almost overshadows the exam, until when facing the video
tape she is relieved to learn she is to discuss Grand Theft Auto,
a subject on which, thanks to the recent experience with her own
Corvette, she has recently become exceptionally knowledgeable.

TWO GRAND
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Steve Johnson
Albert Grand, jewel thief extraordinaire and past nemesis of
Christine Cagney, reappears on the scene when the clues from a
major jewel theft lead to members of the 14th Precinct. Cagney is
confronted with a series of Grand’s wild goose chases, coupled
with his persistent charm and complicated by a major diamond
heist. She discovers the real reason for his crime: a gesture of
both triumph and generosity because he is dying. He surrenders to
Christine Cagney, the best police officer he’s known on seven
continents. Subplot: Isbecki is absent from the precinct under
the pretext that he’s gone to the Bahamas with his girlfriend.
When she suddenly appears, worried about Victor’s disappearance,
Petrie covers for his partner. His private investigation turns up
Isbecki in a hospital where he was having an “embarrassing”
operation for hemorrhoids.

CON GAMES
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by Terry Louise Fisher & Steve Brown
Cagney, despite pressure from the department and even her father,
is going through with her complaint against Captain Hennessey
(from “Rules of the Game”) for sexual harassment. Paula Eastman,
the last of Cagney’s possible witnesses against Hennessey, admits
he offered her a promotion in return for sex, but because he’s
following through on his promise, she refuses to testify for
Cagney. As the hearing goes on, Cagney becomes angrier and more
frustrated —— Hennessey’s lawyer is doing a good job of making her
look like a slut. On the last day of trial, Paula changes her
mind, and appears at the trial, ready and willing to testify.
Subplot: Cagney and Lacey are working with the bunco squad
undercover at a series of banks. Lacey, acting as the perfect
pigeon, is responsible for bringing in an entirely different set
of con artists than those they were trying to uncover.

VIOIATION
Director: Allen Baron
Written by Les Carter
Cagney and Lacey search for a missing teenager who disappeared
the night of his prom. Investigation shows he was last seen at a
liquor store. When the store owner refused to sell him a bottle
based on his fake ID, he tried to steal a bottle. Because of the
age on his phony ID, he is booked into the adult prison at Rikers



Island where he is viciously raped by several of the inmates.
Faced with not only bureaucratic reluctance by the NYPD, but also
a multi-million dollar lawsuit against New York City, Cagney and
Lacey are finally successful at identifying the rapist —— but only
after they pressure a successful businessman who had been
arrested as a “john” and was a witness to the rape. Subplot:
Isbecki bets that a lost money clip found by the local “used
garment dealer” lady will be claimed before the deadline. As the
time grows short, Isbecki has printed a newspaper story headlined
“The Last Honest Person in New York City,” thereby alerting the
owner. Isbecki wins the bet, but peer pressure forces him to turn
over his winnings in partial restitution to the bag lady.

ORGANIZED CRIME
Director: Ralph Singleton
Written by Terry Louise Fisher & Steve Brown
When Cagney and Lacey investigate a poorbox robbery, they find a
murdered nun and an offer of help from an unexpected source,
Quinones, an organized crime boss who, incensed by the killing of
a holy woman, offers Cagney and Lacey mob cooperation in their
investigation. Exerting pressure, Quinones offers to sweeten
Cagney and Lacey’s professional careers and at the same time
offers Harvey a construction job he “can’t refuse”. Morality
versus practicality creates conflict between the detectives and
Laceys. Meanwhile, the killer turns himself in rather than face
mob retribution. Subplot: Tension is high as the precinct awaits
the Sergeant’s exam results. In spite of Isbecki’s superstitious
prediction, Cagney gets the promotion.
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ON THE STREET
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Cynthia Darnell
Cagney and Lacey investigate the beating of a teenage hooker and
learn that her pimp had been suspected previously of the bludgeon
killing of another young prostitute. When the detectives try to
question the young girl she is totally uncooperative. After a
change of mind (more to spite her parents than anything else),she
accuses her pimp of beating her and states that she saw him kill
the other hooker. That’s enough for Cagney and Lacey until their
star witness runs away allowing the pimp to get out on bail. Now
Cagney and Lacey have to find the girl before he does and that is
made easier for the duo when the girl is promptly picked up for
hustling. The parents, giving up on the girl, decide to have her
put away in an institution. Cagney, unwilling to give up on the
girl, works out a legal way to keep her out of the institution
and out of the custody of her parents. All she has to do is get
the girl not to give up on herself. Subplot: Cagney is going out



with a man with great teeth she believes to be a dentist, but he
turns out to be an ACLU lawyer. He is, eventually, the key to
helping Cagney’s young charge.

ORDINARY HERO
Note: Winner of Humanitas Award for writer Eisele.

Director: Reza Badiyi
Written by: Robert Eisele
Cagney and Lacey, working a sting on the street, witness Eduardo
Carrera heroically bring down a mugger who’s just robbed an old
lady. At Lacey’s urging, Eduardo is awarded a medal for bravery
by the Mayor, but is spotted by the Immigration Department as
being an illegal alien and picked up for deportation to Chile.
Cagney and Lacey persuade the I.N.S. to let Eddie stay in the
U.S. long enough to testify in the mugger’s trial while they try
to find a way for him to permanently stay in the U.S. Carrera is
so effective as a witness that the case is wrapped up almost
immediately and long before Cagney and Lacey can do anything
about his status as an illegal alien. He escapes while being
taken back into the custody of the I.N.S., and he and his family
disappear from an illegal refugee safe house. Cagney and Lacey go
along with the I.N.S. and F.B.I. to check out an address where
the Carrera family might be hidden. While checking out the attic,
Cagney spots Eddie and his family crouched in an attic
crawl—space. After a tense moment, Cagney yells to the F.B.I.
“nothing here” and moves on, sparing the Carrera family for at
least another day.

THE PSYCHIC
Director: Ray Danton
Written by: Debra Frank & Scott Rubenstein
Cagney and Lacey are investigating a woman’s disappearance while
the woman’s husband and mother, not willing to rely on the
police, have hired a well—known psychic, to find her. All clues
point to Nora being a runaway wife, but then the case becomes a
homicide when the woman’s body is found, seemingly from causes
predicted by the psychic. The psychic’s reading, combined with
their own detective work, lead Cagney and Lacey to the murderer,
the woman’s husband, who had tried to throw suspicion off himself
by making the psychic’s prediction come true. Subplot: Lacey
feels insecure about her appearance since her cancer operation.

THE LOTTERY
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Steve Johnson
Almost a year after a lottery drawing, one two million dollar
prize remains unclaimed. Then two people suddenly show up with
winning tickets. Cagney and Lacey are assigned to investigate



and, after some dispute over another suspect (a disreputable
bartender once arrested as a con man) they finally discover that
one of the tickets had been forged by a retired master engraver
for the Post Office. Case is closed, right? Wrong. Yet another
winning ticket is brought in. Although the computer data on the
lottery had been “accidentally” dumped, one of the original
tickets was verified, but the other “winner” happens to own a
cocker spaniel not unlike one owned by the arrested engraver.
This guy “happens” to be a computer expert. After a chase through
the Dog Show at Madison Square Garden, Cagney and Lacey bring in
the culprit behind it all. Subplot: The Laceys are being audited
by the IRS. Despite Harvey’s apprehensions and conspiracy
theories, they get a refund of $600 which would seem terrific
except they end up re—enacting “The Gift of the Magi”. Mary Beth
pays for non-refundable reservations for the weekend in the
mountains Harvey wants, and Harvey opens penalty for early
withdrawal bank account for the Lacey Baby, which Mary Beth had
let known earlier would be the best use for the money.

ENTRAPMENT
Director: Al Waxman
Written by: Steve Johnson
Having earned kudos for the undercover arrest of an illegal drug
pusher, Cagney and Lacey go after the pusher’s supplier, Bruce
Mansfield, a slippery big-time dealer. During the set-up, Cagney,
out of sight of the surveillance equipment, illegally entraps
Mansfield. The dealer is arrested, and the Narcotics Lieutenant
in charge of the bust urges Cagney and Lacey to “get their story
straight over the weekend.” Lacey is reluctant to lie and Cagney
issues her an ultimatum: either back her up -— thus committing
perjury or the partnership is over. Lacey agonizes over the moral
dilemma, then finally agrees to back up her partner. When Lacey
is unexpectedly called upon to corroborate Cagney’s testimony in
the hearing, Cagney herself admits the attempted perjury.
Mansfield is free but Cagney and Lacey plan to go after him
again, and do it right the next time. Subplot: Petrie requests a
new partner when he thinks that Isbecki has been spreading gossip
regarding his wife’s affair, but Samuels intervenes, encouraging
them to “get it all out in the open,” and the partnership
survives.

THE CLINIC
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by Judy Merl & Paul Eric Myers

Cagney and Lacey are called in to police a demonstration against
abortion outside a woman’s clinic. When a young woman is
intimidated by the abuse of the crowd, Lacey sympathizes with the
woman’s confusion about her decision to have an abortion.
Cagney’s ambivalence (Catholic upbringing verses a woman’s right



to choose)quickly develops into a sore spot between the two
women, made more poignant by the revelation that the now happily
pregnant Lacey once had a(then illegal)abortion when she was
nineteen. The clinic is bombed, destroying it, and severely
injuring a vagrant sheltering near the clinic. When the vagrant
dies, the leader of the protest group reluctantly gives Cagney
and Lacey a list of the members of the organization. A cross
check of files zeroes the investigation in on one of the
protesters. When Cagney and Lacey question the suspect, she
cracks and threatens to set off another bomb only -- being deterred
by the thought of killing Lacey’s five—month fetus. Subplot:
Samuels, after much soul—searching, reconciles himself to his
son’s marriage to a divorced Asian, older than his son,- and to the
fact that his son will not live out the dreams Samuels has for
him.

MOTHERS AND SONS

Note: Emmy Award for John Karlen (Harvey Lacey) for Outstanding Supporting Actor in
a Drama Series.
Director: Ray Danton
Written by: Frank South
A young man on trial for assault and mugging, is set free when
his mother provides him with a very believable false alibi.
Cagney and Lacey are then assigned to another case but when the
boy’s father comes forward and volunteers that his son is guilty
and his ex-wife perpetually lies to protect him, Cagney and Lacey
return to question the woman but cannot persuade her to change
her story. Cagney and Lacey reopen the investigation on an old
crime robbery and assault on an elderly Korean man. When the
father gives the detectives a gold watch, that his son had left
behind with the old man’s name engraved on it, they have the
evidence they need to get him off the streets. Subplot: Harvey
Jr. gets cut in a fight with a boy at school who tried to steal
his pocket money. Harvey and Mary Beth are at odds over the
incident —— Harvey is rather proud of him for defending himself,
but Mary Beth feels money isn’t worth fighting over. When Harvey
Jr. is suspected of throwing bricks through a window of a local
television repair store, a major breech opens between Harvey and
Mary Beth, until Mary Beth gets the truth from Harvey Jr. (He had
done it in retaliation for the mugging.) Subplot: Cagney is
called in as a “ringer” when Newman cleans out the squad in a
poker game. She does her “dumb woman playing poker” act, setting
Newman up for the second “so you think women can’t play poker,
huh?” game. But Newman has found out from Charlie that she’s
actually an ace player and the competition is on.

FILIAL DUTY
Director: Sharron Miller



Written by: Richard Gollance
Cagney and Lacey investigate the robbery/murder of an old
woman living with her daughter, son-in-law Frank, and their
twelve—year—old son. The murder is blamed on a cat burglar,
but further investigation (and Cagney’s stubbornness) leads
Cagney and Lacey reluctantly to believe a family member was
responsible. Suspicion centers first on the son-in-law, but
further questioning leads Cagney and Lacey to the chilling
conclusion that the murder was actually committed by the
woman’s 12 year old grandchild. The pregnant Lacey is so
upset by the case that she decides it’s time to go on
clerical duty. Subplot: Ignoring a cough, Charlie Cagney
ends up in the hospital with pneumonia, complicated by some
cirrhosis of the liver and the diagnosis that he is an
alcoholic. Once out of the hospital he and Cagney face his
mortality and what Cagney’s part in his future will be. She
makes the difficult decision to call her estranged brother,
Brian, in California.

OLD GHOSTS
Director: Georg Stanford Brown
Written by: Georgia Jeffries
Cagney chases and fires on a kid who attempts to rob a
grocery in which she is a customer. The owner of the
grocery, files a complaint against Cagney, charging her
with non—feasance (cowardice). No bullet can be found in
the alley to support her story, and Cagney is suspended.
Lacey, temporarily off clerical duty, investigates, with
Cagney’s unofficial help, and they uncover the store
owner’s record as a “chronic complainer” and his animus for
the NYPD.Eventually they track down the teenager, with the
bullet wound from Cagney’s shot in his arm. Cagney is
reinstated. Subplot: Brian, Cagney’s brother, comes to New
York to try to persuade their father, who is still
recuperating (see FILIAL DUTY) to come to California with
him. He re—awakens old family jealousies, pain, and
bitterness, especially when Cagney finds out that Charlie
has been accepting a stipend from Brian without telling
her. Brian and Chris come, if not to an agreement, at least
to a truce. Charlie will visit California and his
grandchildren, and maybe Brian’s daughters will get to meet
their Aunt Chris, eventually.

POWER
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Patricia Green
When Cagney temporarily takes over control of the squad,



she is thrilled until she encounters resistance and
hostility from the other detectives. The problems mount,
when Knelman forces her to send Lacey home on maternity
leave and Cagney must endure this time at the top alone. In
a blaze of media glory and departmental kudos, Petrie and
Isbecki arrest a notoriously slippery hit—man for the
murder of a mob—connected businessman. Cagney takes the
case away from Isbecki when he resists her authority. She
doesn’t believe the hit man is guilty and continues the
investigation with Newman and Corassa, even in the face of
Knelman’s opposition. Cagney tracks down the real murderer,
then comes to Lacey for reassurance and validation, and
ends up calling Isbecki, so he can make the collar.

PLAY IT AGAIN, SANTA
Director: Charlotte Brown
Written by: Judy Merl & Paul Eric Myers
With Lacey at home, Cagney and Newman investigate the flake
case of the month; the disappearance of some street—corner
musicians. They uncover the kidnapper, an old—time jazz
great. The musicians had recognized him while he was
setting up his revenge on the man who built a recording
empire on songs he stole from the jazz great, then married
the woman he loved as well. Subplot: Cagney’s own rules of
non—exclusivity backfire on her, when she sees David Keeler
with a “bimbosity” with great clothes. Subplot: A very
pregnant Lacey wants to go swimming all by herself like a
“rich kid,” and Harvey surprises her with a maternity
swimsuit and a rental of an indoor pool in a major new
condo on which he has been employed.

THE RAPIST
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Judy Merl & Paul Eric Myers
With Lacey out on maternity leave, Sara Jones, a charming,
bright, eager uniform cop, persuades Cagney that she’s just
the person to help with Cagney’s mountain of paperwork.
Once the papers are out of the way, they start tracking
down a brutal repeat rapist. Sara, with brilliance,
intuition, and hard work comes up with the name of the
rapist, but no real proof. She starts to spend her evenings
following her suspect and harassing him. Cagney begins to
worry about Sara, as she is over—stepping the bounds of reason
and law in her pursuit of this man. Checking Sara’s file, Cagney
learns she was raped, which explains her determination to get at
least one rapist off the streets, even if it costs her career.
When she’s ordered off the case, Sara sets herself up as bait for



the rapist, and kills him.

ACT OF CONSCIENCE (AKA THE FINK)

Note: Features Emmy Award winning actor, Michael Moriarty
Director: Jan Eliasberg
Written by: Frederick Rappaport
The entire 14th Squad is furious when Patrick Lowell, a
Serpico—type character who blew the whistle on some crooked cops,
is assigned to the Precinct. Cagney is the most displeased, as
with Lacey home on maternity leave, he becomes her temporarily
partner. They investigate a series of teller machine muggings,
identifying the driver of the getaway car. Cagney tries to
persuade the kid to turn in his buddies in crime, but Lowell
hinders the process as he points out that-- if Billy turns
informer, it should be his own choice, with full knowledge of the
possible consequences and not as a result of outside influences
(Cagney included). Cagney, with a nudge from Lacey, is forced to
change her opinion of Lowell and come to terms with the
similarities in motivation between Lowell’s actions and her own
charges of sexual harassment against Captain Hennessey (from
RULES OF THE GAME and CON GAMES). One man’s righteous indignation
is another man’s tattletale. Eventually, when the youth’s wife is
attacked, he turns, and the other muggers are rounded up.

DWI (DRIVING WHILE INTOXICATED)
Director: Al Waxman
Written by: Les Carter & Susan Sisko
The son of one of Lacey’s neighbors is badly hurt by a drunk
driver, and Lacey, on maternity leave, refuses to let the case
rest. She pursuades Cagney (who is on night duty) and Harvey
(temporarily out of work) to investigate for her. They locate a
witness who could prove the driver’s guilt, and it is Lacey who
finally persuades the witness to testify. Subplot: Cagney,
heading the graveyard shift, is confronted with two strange
detectives, the Monk and the Mongoose. She tries to keep her
sanity and stay awake by making a ship in a bottle for Charlie.
Subplot: Cagney deals with her feelings about Charlie’s
alcoholism and her own drinking habits.

THE GIMP

Note: Mulitple Emmy award winner: Outstanding Drama Series, Sharon Gless for Outstanding
Lead Actress in a Drama Series.
Director: Sharron Miller
Teleply by Cynthia Darnell
Story by Norm Chandler Fox
While investigating a mugger who preys on the handicapped, Cagney
finds herself romantically attracted to Ted Peters, who is



assisting the police. He’s charming, magnetic, intelligent and in
a wheelchair. Subplot: Lacey dreads a surprise baby shower Cagney
has put together for her.

FAMILY CONNECTIONS
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Georgia Jeffries
When Harvey Jr. goes off on a ski trip, Michael Lacey is off to
Washington, D.C. with his grandmother, and Harvey is called to
Saratoga to make his bid on a construction job, Lacey’s labor
pains start. She and Cagney make a frenetic dash in Cagney’s
Corvette for the hospital. The baby girl is named Alice Christine
Lacey. Subplot: Cagney finds out, by accident, that her father
has a girlfriend (Donna La Mar), and is forced to accept that
she’s not the only woman in her father’s life.

POST PARTUM

Director: Georg Stanford Brown
Written by: Liz Coe & Steve Brown
Lacey’s estranged father, Martin Zzbiske tracks her down despite
his abandonment of the family when she was a child. Lacey, still
bitter and angry, at first refuses to see him. She relents enough
to see him before he leaves, but not enough to forgive him.
Subplot: Cagney and David Keeler team up to investigate the case
of a West Point cadet accused of possession of cocaine who
refuses to speak in his own defense.

THE MAN WHO SHOT TROTSKY
Director: Alexander Singer
Writen by: Peter Lefcourt and Kathryn Ford
Cagney goes after Mansfield (the drug dealer first seen in
ENTRAPMENT) determined to arrest him and have it stick. It’s
become a personal grudge with her, and she’s willing to do
whatever it takes to bring him in. That includes using Hector
Estevez (the car thief first seen in LOST AND FOUND) as an
informant again and pushing him too far. Lacey clashes with
Cagney over her use of Hector, and, although they do get
Mansfield (acting on Hector’s information) it is a Pyrrhic
victory when Hector is murdered as a result of his being an
informer. Subplot: Petrie and Isbecki investigate a murder in
Union Square Park. The victim’s name: Leon Trotsky.

EXIT - STAGE CENTER
Director: James Frawley
Teleplay by Steve Johnson
Story by Steve Johnson and Jeff Nelson
Noreen Dixon, star of stage and screen (and one of Lacey’s idols)



is dead. Cagney and Lacey have to determine if it was suicide or
murder and if the latter, then by whom: the jealous understudy,
the thwarted lovers, the threatened ex—husband, or the greedy
producer? The final conclusion: Accidental death, by overacting.
Subplot: Harvey reveals that he’d been married, at 16, for all of
24 hours. Lacey feels betrayed that Harvey kept this a secret all
these years. Subplot: Samuels’ son is buying into a restaurant,
and Samuels asks Cagney to find him a date for the opening night
party.

CAPITALI SM
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Frederick Rappaport
A Cambodian immigration lawyer, is murdered. Suspicion centers on
other Cambodian immigrants who he was exploiting, but it turns
out his American business partner, who taught him English,
murdered him when she learned he was planning to end their
partnership. Subplot: Delayed by bad weather in his start on the
Saratoga job, Harvey is ridden with anxiety that creates friction
in the Lacey household. He toys with giving up his job, although
he sees it as their ticket to a better life. Lacey helps pull
Harvey through this difficult time until the weather breaks.
Subplot: Cagney tries to sell her beloved problematic Corvette.
In the end, she cannot part with it and decides to keep it with
her forever as a piece of sculpture…a cube of crushed metal.

EXTRADITION
Director: Charles S. Dubin
Teleplay by Kathryn Ford
Story by Bob Rosenfarb
Cagney and Lacey travel to Los Angeles to extradite a perp in an
old case of Lacey’s. Unfortunately, the perp is released
prematurely by computer error, and promptly goes into hiding.
Cagney and Lacey track him down. In the airport, he escapes
again, and gives himself up when Lacey appeals to his fatherly
instincts. It is clear their perp is not a typical criminal. He
has rehabilitated himself, and now has a wife, a child and a good
job. What would a term in prison serve? When Lacey learns that
the complainant has died, she arranges for her charge’s release.
Subplot: Cagney visits her brother Brian’s family for the first
time in twelve years. Cagney and Brian clash over his older
daughter Bridget, who’s a lot like Cagney.

A SAFE PLACE
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Georgia Jeffries
Cagney and Lacey investigate a plutonium theft: two yuppie
thieves steal a car containing a small vial of the metal. When
the FBI agent assigned to the investigation pulls jurisdiction on



Cagney and Lacey and takes the case away from them, concerns are
raised about nuclear responsibility and the government’s handling
of the problem. Subplot: The Laceys make an offer on their dream
house. Subplot: Cagney turns an uncomfortable 40.

MODEL CITIZEN
Director: Jeffrey Hayden
Written by: Hannah Louise Shearer
Revisions by Patricia Green
When an exemplary labor leader is killed execution style, Cagney
and Lacey search for a connection with the mob. The connection
turns out to be that he was mistakenly killed in his drug-dealing
son’s place. Subplot: Cagney’s niece arrives unexpectedly from
Los Angeles and gives Cagney her first taste of parenting.
Subplot: Cagney gifts Lacey with a British nanny when Harvey’s
mother has to be out of town.

PARTING SHOTS

Note: Emmy award for Georg Stanford Brown, Outstanding Directing in a Drama Series

Director: Georg Stanford Brown
Written by: Liz Coe
The 14th Precinct is shattered when Newman is shot outside the
court house. While the murder investigation becomes top priority,
each detective deals with the death in his or her own way. It
turns out the shooter had no reason for killing Newman. He just
wanted to see if he could commit a murder and get away with it.
Cagney, who is masking her grief with humor, is shattered by the
revelation that the killing was random. At last, she tries to
deal with her true sadness about Newman’s untimely death.

1986—87 SEASON

SCHEDULE ONE
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Robert Eisele
Cagney and Lacey are told by a junkie that one of their own is
scooping heroin; the informer points out Isbecki. Cagney, Lacey
and Samuels decide to investigate, keeping it to
themselves. They plan to set Isbecki up. When they catch
him red-handed, he tells them it is for his mother (his
only family) who is dying of cancer and in terrible pain.
She is allergic to anything the doctors can prescribe. She
begged Victor to kill her; what else could he do? Cagney,
Lacey and Samuels must decide among themselves how to
handle the situation. They unanimously agree to cover for



Isbecki, even though they might be risking their own
careers. The morning they are to tell Isbecki his fate, he
is two hours late. Samuels begins to explode when Isbecki
tells them his mother just died. Subplot: Harvey and Lacey
are getting ready for their move. Lacey is working long
hours due to the Isbecki situation and Harvey is left to do
the packing with his own complicated numbering system.
Lacey’s secrecy about Isbecki creates tension between them.
They finally move to their dream house.

CULTURE CLASH
Director: Ray Danton
Written by: Frank South
Cagney and Lacey respond to a series of calls from an
Afghani immigrant, about his younger sister. First a
poisoning, then a rape, finally a kidnapping. During their
various interviews it becomes apparent that the young
immigrant and his older sister are not adjusting to life in
their new country the way the younger sister has. The
younger sibling has become thoroughly Americanized while
they cling to the old ways. They fear for her soul and want
the American police to teach her respect for her heritage.
It becomes clear that the young girl has run away, but then
is found brutally murdered. Her brother confesses to the
crime, abiding by the laws of his new country. He “had” to
kill her because, according to their religion and
tradition, she had “lost her soul.” Subplot: Cagney and
Lacey are recommended for an armed robbery task force. They
do not get the promotion because Cagney’s interviewer is an
old partner of her old nemesis, Hennessy. Subplot: The
Laceys attempt to settle into their new house and brave a
neighborhood barbecue. Subplot: Isbecki is overcompensating
for the error of his ways in SCHEDULE ONE. No one knows
what to think. Finally Petrie manages to bring back the old
Isbecki.

DISENFRANCHISED
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Dan Freudenberger
A thirteen-year-old child claims her five-year-old sister
is being molested by their father but due to insufficient
evidence the case is dismissed. Cagney and Lacey are deeply
involved, feeling that children can get no justice as they
pull out all the stops to go after the father. The mother
reveals, to their disgust, that she knew what the father
was doing all along. The children are taken to a shelter



where Cagney learns that when the older girl, Jenny, was
young, he “did it to her.” This opens the case back up, and
Cagney and Lacey approach one of Jenny’s teachers who
refuses to help even though she knows there was a problem
in Jenny’s past. In court, Jenny accuses her father of
raping her and he falsely accuses her of being sexually
active with several boys. Finally the teacher comes forward
to offer testimony and as a result of the trial, the two
children are separated and sent to different foster homes.
Cagney and Lacey plead with the judge to keep the children
together but the judge tells them her hands are tied by
laws that are unjust to children. Subplot: Charlie has
applied for a job as a security officer. They turn him down
because of his age and he goes off the wagon. Cagney fights
with him about his drinking. Subplot: The Laceys are still
settling in and Michael has a persistent stomach ache that
disappears once he feels more confident and comfortable in
his new school.

SORRY, RIGHT NUMBER
Director: Alexander Singer
Written by: Bill Taub
It’s hot and the city seems on the verge of a blackout.
Cagney and Lacey are investigating a series of burglaries,
all uptown Fifth Avenue, all doctors or therapists of some
sort. Meanwhile, Petrie and Isbecki are investigating a
homicide in the same building as one of Cagney and Lacey’s
burglaries. Lacey and Isbecki are trapped in an elevator on
their way to their respective crime investigations. Isbecki
is claustrophobic. They talk about his mother, western
movies and finally, their cases. Lacey realizes another
common factor: all the burglaries and the homicide used the
same answering service. Lacey and Isbecki are saved from
the elevator and Lacey tells all that Victor has solved the
cases. Subplot: Cagney is planning for a long weekend away
from the city with Keeler, against her better judgment.
Subplot: Harvey buys Lacey a microwave but they just can’t
seem to get it right. Lacey vows they’ll use it to make
things better for themselves, somehow.

ROLE CALL
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Marcy Vosburgh and Sandy Sprung
Cagney and Lacey differ on how to deal with a sexy TV star
who rides along with them for research. Cagney feels she is
making fun of police work in her television show and of



women in general, while Lacey is delighted to find she is
very real, a working single parent. In the end, Cagney
realizes that she isn’t that different from herself. They
are both women who have struggled to gain respect in their
different fields. Subplot: Petrie invests in a Black
community real estate project and Isbecki feels that he has
been left out, discriminated against because he isn’t
Black. Ultimately, Petrie’s dreams of success are shattered
when the deal falls through.

THE ZEALOT
Director: Francine Parker
Written by: Kathryn Ford
Cagney and Lacey are working closely with a charismatic
D.A. on a big kiddie porn case. Cagney feels a special bond
with him because they both share a passion for their work.
When he is murdered after a dinner date with Cagney, she
and Lacey enter the gray world with which he was obsessed
in order to find his killer. Cagney has a hard time coming
to grips with the fact that he may have become too deeply
enmeshed in this world especially after they learn that he
had been seeing a prostitute on a regular basis. Eventually
they find the murderer, the prostitute’s ex-pimp, and
discuss how difficult but necessary it is to leave your
work at the office and not take it home. Cagney has a
tougher time with this and struggles at the end with
whether or not she should bring her work home. Subplot:
Lacey finds a porno magazine belonging to Michael and talks
with him about respect for the person inside the body.
Subplot: Isbecki is intimidated when an older woman asks
him out on a date. As it turns out, they have a lot in
common.

REVENGE

Note: Episode features an appearance by Oscar winner, Kathy
Bates
Director: Reza Badiyi
Written by: Frederick Rappaport
Petrie recognizes a crucifix around the neck of a perp as
one his sister used to wear before she was raped and
murdered fourteen years earlier. He is convinced he is the
one who was her killer and begins harassing him to get a
confession. When the perp turns up dead, Petrie becomes a
suspect, leaving Cagney and Lacey to try and prove his
innocence. Eventually he is cleared and everyone breathes a



sigh of relief. Subplot: A brash freelance journalist
romances Cagney to get the inside scoop on what a woman cop
is really like. Subplot: Lacey is stuck needing a
babysitter and grandfather—to—be, Samuels, steps in.

MARATHON
Director: Ralph Singleton
Written by: Josef Anderson
Assigned to protect a white South African marathon runner,
Cagney and Lacey are confronted by the woman’s obsession to
remain apolitical despite her becoming the focal point of the
struggle against apartheid during a corporate sponsored marathon.
Cagney and Lacey have differing opinions on the matter. Cagney
believes not everything, especially sporting events, has to be
political, while Lacey, a la Harvey, believes that not only
action, but lack of action is a political statement.

RITES OF PASSAGE
Director: Reza Badiyi
Written by: Georgia Jeffries
Cagney and Lacey investigate the apparent suicide of a college
girl discovering the real cause to be sorority hazing. Between
Cagney and Lacey this brings up issues of ambition and the urge
to “belong” at any cost. Subplot: At home, Lacey walks in on a
heavy necking session between Harvey Jr. and Tiffany. This sparks
concerns by Lacey that her son be aware of his responsibilities
in a sexual relationship. She asks Harvey to tell his son about
responsibility and “condoms”, and when he doesn’t, in a moving
scene she tells Harvey Jr. for the first time about her own
teenage pregnancy and abortion. As far as she’s concerned he
should “wait”. But if he chooses not to, he should be smart and
use proper birth control precautions. Subplot: Cagney has a
handsome new neighbor, Tony. She’s very attracted to him until
she finds out that he’s gay. They resolve to be friends. Subplot:
Michael tells Lacey that his new friend smokes marijuana and it’s
okay with the friend’s parents. Despite a promise to Michael,
Lacey feels compelled to confront the mother. Subplot: Samuels
stops drinking, but only Cagney knows that he puts tea in his
whiskey bottle.

AHEAD OF THE GAME
Director: Joel Rosenzweig
Written by: Allison Hock
When Cagney and Lacey investigate the untimely and seemingly
drug-related death of a young basketball star, they discover the
involvement of steroid usage in high school athletics. Subplot:
The Lacey house is burglarized and Lacey loses her only heirloom,
a gold candlestick. When it is finally located, Lacey is faced
with owing some future favor to a crooked gambler or standing on



principle and losing it forever. Subplot: Cagney is crushed when
Charlie gets drunk and embarrasses her at the annual Irish
policeman’s ball.

EASY DOES IT
Director: Helaine Head
Written by: Les Carter & Susan Sisko
Cagney and Lacey go undercover, investigating robberies at AA
meetings. The more Cagney hears and sees the stronger her denials
become about her own problems with alcohol. Making things worse,
Charlie’s girlfriend, Donna LaMarr, has broken off with him,
prompting a binge of drinking on his part. Cagney, in a pivotal
scene in “The Jane” with Lacey, finally accepts that her father
is a drunk and there is nothing she can do about it. Subplot:
Meanwhile, Harvey has gotten a large payment on a remodeling
contract and is spending like crazy, which throws Lacey
completely. She worries about the future and is uncomfortable
with “Diamond Jim”. They compromise with Harve toning down a bit
and Lacey doing a little spending of her own. (She gets a new hat
and a new washer and dryer).

RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT
Director: Sharron Miller
Story by Becky Cole
Story and Teleplay by David Abromowitz
Lacey narrowly avoids shooting a teenage female perp, who’s
suspected of killing a drug dealer. Lacey’s guilt is heightened
when it is revealed the girl is deaf. Cagney attempts to keep
Lacey objective about her guilt and the evidence against the
girl, but each step in the investigation only fuels Lacey’s
misplaced emotions. Lacey’s relieved when the deaf perp is
released for lack of evidence, but her mistaken judgment is
quickly confirmed when the girl kills again. Lacey recognizes her
mistakes and in an emotional scene, interrogates the girl like
the criminal she is. Subplot: Isbecki is embarrassed to reveal he
is dating Ginger, an older, plain looking,”
intelligent woman to whom he is attracted for other than just
physical reasons.

THE RAPIST - PART II
Director: Helaine Head
Story by Patricia Green
Teleplay by Patricia Green, Kathryn Ford, Frank South and Joe
Viola
Sara Jones (THE RAPIST) goes to trial. Cagney is torn between the
department’s order that she be a witness for the prosecution and
her own feelings of guilt and obligation to Sara. But when Sara
asks Cagney to commit perjury on the stand to get her off, Cagney
comes to grips with just how much she owes her former temporary
partner and refuses. While dealing with her own



responsibility in missing cues regarding Jones, Cagney
overcompensates for her loss of control, pulling rank on
Lacey. Together they confront the issue of “rank” in their
partnership. Subplot: Lacey goes back to college one night
a week, ecstatic to be learning again. Subplot: Cagney and
Lacey investigate a clever robbery scheme.

WASTE DEEP
Director: Claudia Weill
Written by: Michael Berlin and Eric Estrin
Cagney and Lacey bust a young woman who’s vandalizing a
factory as a publicity stunt for her cause.

COST OF LIVING
Director: Al Waxman
Story by Paul Ehrmann
Teleplay by Frank South and Joe Viola
Tension between Cagney and Keeler reaches a damaging pitch
when he joins the defense team for her old nemesis,
Mansfield. The result of the trial sets Mansfield free in
the Federal Protection Program after he reveals the name of
a bigger “fish”. Cagney and Keeler are left at seeming
irreparable odds. Subplot: Lacey feels threatened when a
perp who’d sworn revenge on her years ago is seen working
near the station house. She gets up the courage to confront
him and puts such a scare into him that she has to go back
and reassure him that she is not going to send him back to
jail. Cagney learns that Charlie has been less than honest
when he told her he was on the wagon. Subplot: When David
Keeler attempts to repair his relationship with Cagney, he
finds her with Tony Stantinopolis. It results in a macho
standoff between the two that Cagney secretly enjoys.

TO SIR WITH LOVE
Director: Ray Danton
Written by: Marcy Vosburgh and Sandy Sprung
Samuels has been challenged to the annual contest for the
precinct with the highest clearance rate. Inspector Knelman
blackmails Cagney into being chairperson for the annual
division dinner by telling her Samuels will receive the
Distinguished Service Award. Between the clearance rate and
the dinner, Cagney nearly loses her mind, not to mention
all her friends. At the last minute Knelman says they need
entertainment. The 14th decides to put on a show. In their
spare time Cagney and Lacey are working on the “case” of a
couple who are breaking up. He has her ring, she has his



five—speed food processor, etc. By the time Cagney and
Lacey finish the “fives” on all the misplaced property, the
14th is in contention for the clearance trophy. Samuels is
happy and surprised with the Distinguished Service Award
and the show goes on. Subplot: In the midst of all the
hubbub, Lacey gives Alice Christine a very special first
birthday party. Subplot: In a scene very reminiscent of
Lucy and Ethel, Chris and Mary Beth attempt to make cannoli
in Lacey’s kitchen.

DIVINE COURIERS (aka HEAVENLY MESSENGERS)

Note: Episode features Emmy Award Winning Actress, Lois Nettleton
Director: Sharron Miller
Written by: Frederick Rappaport
A con woman, appropriately named Faith Dewey, sends
messages to the dead by hiring terminal patients to
memorize and carry the messages “across.” Although Cagney
and Lacey take turns being outraged by this scam and the
woman’s behavior, they can’t seem to pin a crime on her nor
find any dissatisfied customers. The messengers have been
given hope and a purpose in dying, along with $50.00 per
message. Their main concerns are how to locate the
addressees. When a man comes in to complain that he has
given all his money to Faith Dewey sending messages to his
dead wife, Cagney and Lacey resolve to put an end to her
activities but they are stumped until Isbecki comes forward
to say he has paid Dewey to send a message to his mother.
Subplot: After sixteen years, Harvey’s mother needs more
time for herself and Lacey and Harvey have to find a day
care center for Alice Christine. Subplot: Charlie wants
Cagney to intercede with Donna who has left him because of
his alcoholism. Donna confronts Cagney and tells her that
not only is Charlie a drunk, Cagney better watch out for
herself, too. Subplot: Coleman, facing his high school
reunion, tries to decide what he should “go as.” After much
soul searching, he decides to go as himself with
spectacular results.

SPECIAL TREATMENT
Director: Jackie Cooper
Written by: Allison Hock
Lacey is arrested during a peaceful anti—nuclear
demonstration. She winds up in the precinct of her old
nemesis, Detective Dupnik who would like her to walk away
quietly. Lacey, however, wants no special treatment and



demands her “ticket.” Dupnik decides to teach her a lesson
by locking her up which he goes through a painfully slow ID
and booking process. Meanwhile, Cagney is preparing to be
the spokesperson for the 14th Precinct at a hostile
Community Board meeting when Peter Gates, of Heavenly
Gates’ Mortuary and President of the Community Board, has
his favorite hearse stolen. Through a series of mishaps,
the hearse becomes lost forever and the Community Board
meeting is a debacle. Subplot: Cagney’s stress due to
Lacey’s incarceration and the Community Board situation is
multiplied when she bets Charlie she can go for a week
without drinking. Subplot: Esposito is involved in an EST-like
seminar program which wreaks havoc with the boys in the
squad room.

HAPPINESS IS A WARM GUN
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Joe Viola
A gun collector’s museum piece handgun is stolen by two street
punks. One of them uses the gun in a robbery, shooting the
cashier. Cagney and Lacey go after the kid. When they find him,
Lacey is wearing her bullet-proof vest but Cagney has left hers
at Charlie’s. Lacey gets shot but thanks to her vest, only
suffers a cracked rib. The shooting triggers an emotional
examination of her partnership with Cagney and they are forced to
reveal, feelings about their jobs, themselves and each other.
Subplot: An off-duty Brooklyn cop is killed and the 14th joins in
the manhunt to find his killer. Because he was carrying an
unauthorized gun, Knelman wants a gun inspection and Samuels has
Cagney make the inspection. The inspection uncovers some unusual
practices.

TURN. TURN. TURN - PARTS I & II
PART I

Note:  Multiple award winner:  including Sharon Gless as Outstanding Lead Actress in a
Drama Series; Scott Newman Award
Director: Sharron Miller
Written by: Georgia Jeffries
PART II
Director: Sharron Miller
Written by: Shelley List & Jonathan Estrin
Lacey saves a baby from a burning car seconds before it explodes.
The father dies in the explosion, the mother is not around. The
media goes wild naming Lacey, “Hero of the Month,” complete with
newspaper and TV coverage, ceremonies, citations, medals and
commendations, but no promotion…yet. Cagney and Lacey begin the
tedious process of trying to track down the mother with only an



Iowa license plate to work from. They hope the media coverage
will bring out the mother but it only brings false leads. They
get a name but still can find no trace of the missing mother. The
baby’s mother finally appears but Lacey questions her until she
admits she and her husband kidnapped the baby. Samuels announces
that Lacey’s promotion has come through, Detective Second Grade
Mary Beth Lacey. Lacey throws the traditional bash at Flannery’s,
the only dark spot being the absence of Cagney. At the party the
baby’s real mother shows up to thank Lacey. Meanwhile, Charlie’s
alcoholism is progressing, he is being forgetful and
cantankerous, preying on Cagney’s time and energy. She tries to
talk to him about his drinking but it does no good. Charlie,
alone in his apartment, falls and hits his head. Too drunk to get
up, he bleeds to death. Cagney is devastated. She begins to drink
more heavily than ever, trying to deny her feelings but always on
the verge of breaking. She makes it through the funeral and
barely through the wake where she gives Charlie a moving, drunken
farewell toast. Cagney shows up at the precinct drunk after a
celebration lunch with Lacey and has a fight with Samuels and
then with Lacey. She leaves on the verge of cracking. When she
comes back the next day she has another fight with Samuels and
Lacey, not remembering the fights of the day before, and she is
gone. Cagney goes on a final binge, insulting Tony, abusing
Keeler and reaching the lowest point of her life. Lacey finally
intervenes and convinces her that she is loved but that she needs
help and takes her to an AA meeting where Detective Cagney
finally stands and says,“My name is Christine, and I’m an
alcoholic”.

1987—88 SEASON

NO VACANCY
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Eric Blakeney & Gene Miller
Cagney and Lacey become enmeshed in the mental health system when
they try to intercede on behalf of a schizophrenic who has
testified for them in a robbery case. They become stuck with the
homeless man when he is discharged from the hospital and is
relying on them for help. As they run into bureaucratic brick
walls, they learn first hand the nightmare faced by the mentally
ill. Subplot: In Cagney’s pursuit of sobriety, she has reached
the stage of asking someone to be her sponsor. She is learning
that, although it is a simple program, it is not easy. Subplot:
Harvey Jr. is beginning to speak out and assert himself in new
and creative ways, specifically through a military wardrobe.
Harvey and Lacey are appalled by the politics they feel are
involved, but Harvey Jr. maintains that “it’s just clothes.”



THE CITY IS BURNING
Director: Helaine Head
Written by: Samm-Art Williams
A black youth is killed in an all-white neighborhood, sparking
cries of racism. The murder weapon turns out to be Corassa’s
off—duty revolver, which had been stolen from him. Now, added to
the charges of racism, are those of police brutality and
cover—up. The squad room is a microcosm of the anger and hatred
raging through the city. It finally explodes in an ugly episode
of name calling that pits friend against friend. Meanwhile,
Cagney and Lacey are investigating a stolen car ring. Just as the
racial crisis is reaching a boiling point, a suspect in the car
ring gives them a lead to the murderer of the black youth.
The killing was not racially motivated, but all the
retaliation crimes are. The discovery brings an uneasy
truce to the squad room. Subplot: Concerned because of
attitudes she encounters in her neighborhood, Lacey plans
for the family to attend a pot luck dinner co—sponsored by
a white church and a black church. Subplot: Cagney and Tony
go to the ballet.

LOVES ME NOT
Director: Jonathan Estrin
Written by: Frank South
When Lacey is summoned by a neighbor boy to help his mother
who is hurt, she encounters a scene of domestic violence.
Lacey arrests the abusive husband and finds herself being
brought up on charges of “unnecessary force and abuse of
authority” before the Civilian Review Board. David Keeler
offers to defend her but they don’t stand a chance of
winning without the aid of her old nemesis, Detective Harry
Dupnik. Subplot: David Keeler is trying to worm his way
back into Cagney’s heart. Subplot: Petrie makes Sergeant
and leaves the 14th to head a special task force.

DIFFERENT DRUMMER
Director: Sharron Miller
Written by: Allison Hock
Cagney and Lacey investigate a series of complaints from
the tenants of an upscale apartment building who claim they
are being terrorized by an eccentric old woman on the first
floor. As their investigation progresses, it becomes
apparent that it is, instead, the old woman who is being
victimized by her neighbors who want to drive her out of
the building. Cagney identifies with the old woman and
tries to help her. Subplot: Cagney is coerced into playing
poker with the guys for the first time since she became



sober. Subplot: Lacey gets involved in a concerned parents’
group, only to discover that their real agenda is the
censoring of books.

YOU’VE COME A LONG WAY, BABY

Note: Episode features Tony Award Winning Actress, Betty Buckley
Director: Joel Rosenzweig
Written by: Frederick Rappaport
Cagney and Lacey are chagrined to find themselves back on
the streets in fishnet hose and heels, all to catch a
mugger of middle—aged hookers. An old case comes back to
haunt them as they learn they may have sent an innocent man
to prison. The fact that he is now dead does not alleviate
their need to learn the truth, even though no one else
cares about the case. Cagney and Lacey realize how much
they have learned since their early years and how they are
better cops now than they were then. Subplot: As Harvey and
Lacey deal with the trials and tribulations of Harvey Jr.’s
adolescence, they reminisce and discover that they have
always been the best parents they could be; they just know
a little more now. Subplot: Verna Dee Jordan joins the
squad as Petrie’s replacement. Isbecki is less than pleased
to be teamed with a woman.

VIDEO VERITE
Director: Jackie Cooper
Written by: Eric Estrin & Michael Berlin
Cagney and Lacey investigate the theft of a music video
produced by two butchers—turned—rock entrepreneurs.
Subplot: Cagney’s niece, Bridget, comes to New York to find
her Irish roots and pursue her acting career. Both she and
Cagney are forced to view their family objectively and to
deal with the truths of the family’s character, its strong
points and its flaws. Subplot: The department is having a
contest to see who should be the prototype for the N.Y.P.D.
doll. Cagney and Isbecki battle it out for the honor.
Isbecki wins.

GREED
Director: Nessa Hyams
Written by: Douglas Steinberg
A.D.A. Feldberg involves the Fourteenth in the world of
television game shows. Cagney and Lacey, Isbecki and
Esposito go on as contestants, dressed as fruits and



vegetables, in an attempt to ferret out cheating taking
place on a local show. They get so caught up in the
competition that they find it hard to remember they are on
a case. Subplot: Michael, with the help of his parents, is
selling magazine subscriptions to earn a bicycle, but Lacey
thinks he should double his efforts and earn a trip to
Washington D.C. instead.

SECRETS
Director: Reza Badiyi
Written by: Joe Viola
Cagney and Lacey join Major Case Squad detectives, Jane
Price and Sal Caprio, in an operation to trap a stolen bond
dealer. Cagney is excited, not only by the status of the
case, but also by the fancy cars and expense accounts of
their new partners. Although they collar the seller and
recover thousands in stolen bonds, their target escapes,
having been warned by a phone call which originated at the
Fourteenth Precinct. Cagney and Lacey’s subsequent
investigation reveals that Caprio has a drinking problem and
Price a romantic history with Samuels. Following this revelation,
Lacey senses Cagney is identifying with Caprio at the expense of
her judgment. They discover that Jane Price has been on the take
for years and is using Caprio as her cover. Subplot: The Lacey
household is torn apart when Harvey Jr. invites his grandfather
to visit. Although Lacey is severely distressed, she is unable to
share with Cagney what she is going through.

DON’T I KNOW YOU?
Director: Sharron Miller
Written by: Kathryn Ford
Cagney’s sense of personal power is threatened at a new level
when she becomes the victim of an acquaintance rape. She begins
to question her own judgment and responsibility in the face of
doubts expressed by her colleagues, her Lieutenant and Inspector
Knelman. Only Lacey stands by her, assuring her that she made the
right choice by not resisting her attacker and that pressing
charges against him is the right thing to do. Cagney finally
experiences triumph when her attacker is brought in for
questioning and lies to the D.A. Subplot: Harvey and Mary Beth
experience a different helplessness at the hands of Harvey Jr.,
who is silently suffering his first heartbreak.

OLD FLAMES
Director: Reza Badiyi
Written by: Robert Bielak
A mystery unfolds as Cagney and Lacey investigate the apparent



suicide of an elderly man in a retirement home and the
disappearance of his wife. The investigation begins to point to
foul play and they uncover a tangled web of sex, alcohol,
jealousy, theft and murder among the residents and staff.
Subplot: His parents surprise Harve Jr. with a party for his
eighteenth birthday and a gift certificate for a computer to take
to college. Harvey Jr. stuns Harvey and Lacey with the
announcement that he has joined the Marines. Subplot: Cagney must
deal with the ghosts of Christmas past. She is especially haunted
by Charlie; it is her first Christmas without him.

TRADING PLACES
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Wayne Powers and Donna Dottley Powers
Samuels is gone on special assignment and Cagney assumes she will
take his place at the helm. Knelman, however, has assigned a
green Lieutenant Thornton to take over, and Cagney is furious.
Meanwhile, Harvey’s business is interrupted by a racketeer
and Harvey becomes involved in the investigation.
Ultimately, Lacey overcomes her strong objections and
Harvey wears a wire to assist in the collar. Subplot: The
Laceys entertain Cagney and Keeler at their home in Queens
for dinner and the men get along famously. Subplot:
Isbecki’s long lost cousin arrives from Tel Aviv and
announces that Isbecki is half Jewish.

SHADOW OF A DOUBT
Director: Jackie Cooper
Written by: Larry Barber and Paul Barber
Cagney and Lacey, working undercover to expose a drug scam,
are implicated by the men they have collared. They are
forced to undergo drug testing and Cagney’s results show a
false positive. Both face further humiliating testing and a
trip to IAD. Harvey is furious at the invasion of privacy.
Keeler wants Cagney to fight to have the false test report
removed from her record. Subplot: Esposito and the guys in
the squad plan Isbecki’s bachelor party. Isbecki and Ginger
are married.

HELLO/GOODBYE
Director: Janet Davidson
Written by: P. K. Knelman
Cagney and Lacey are at odds when Lacey’s intuition tells
her that a series of 911 calls from an SRO hotel is more
than the prank it appears to be. She becomes involved with
a child who she suspects of making the calls and attempts



to better his life, unaware that the boy is not reaching
out to rid himself of his mother, whom they suspect of
abuse, but to protect the woman from sexual harassment by
the building manager. Subplot: One year after his death,
Cagney discovers that Charlie’s ghost does not reside in
his stored possessions. She is ready to let David Keeler
back into her life, but when he proposes marriage, she
realizes that is not what she wants and she makes a
declaration of her independence.

SCHOOL DAZE
Director: Jackie Cooper
Written by: Allison Hock
Members of the Fourteenth reluctantly return to the Police
Academy for a refresher course. Cagney encounters her old
nemesis, Instructor Clyde Ivan Steingrove, while Lacey runs
into Detective Harry Dupnik of the One-one—nine. Both men
have ulterior motives in wanting to foster friendships.
After school, Cagney and Lacey practice new methods learned
in class while tracking down the dreaded “meter mauler.”
Subplot: Cagney helps Tony as he entertains his father in
his home for the first time.

LAND OF THE FREE

Note:  Features appearance by Oscar and Golden Globe winning actress, Mercedes
McCambridge
Director: Stephen Macht
Written by: Sharon Doyle
While investigating an apparent drug/gang war murder,
Cagney and Lacey discover possible connections to an El
Salvadoran death squad. Time and again they are thwarted by
an unknown government agency so secret it seems
non—existent. During the investigation, they encounter a
nun and Cagney is forced to come to grips with her Catholic
upbringing. Subplot: Cagney meets Nick Antonucci,a plumber,
in A.A., who helps her understand the difference between
the practice of religion and belief in a higher power. As
they become acquainted, she fights a growing attraction for
him. Subplot: In an attempt to get more attention from his
parents, Michael begins to move into Harvey Jr.’s room.

A CLASS ACT
Director: James Frawley
Written by: Wayne Powers and Donna Dottley Powers



Cagney and Lacey go undercover as buyers in the high—tone
world of art when a valuable painting is stolen. It had
been donated to the Children’s Hospital where it was to be
auctioned to raise funds. Cagney is forced to come
face—to—face with her feelings about her mother as she
finds herself in what would be her mother’s uptown world.
Subplot: Lacey and Nick Ainatucci have an unfortunate first
meeting at a deli where, not knowing who each other are,
they battle over the last Napoleon which they both want for
Cagney’s lunch. Cagney and Lacey try to resolve Lacey’s
initial dislike of Nick. Subplot: Cagney buys Nick the
wrong birthday present in an attempt to make him fit her
lifestyle. Subplot: Samuels’ old partner comes into town
with the news that he wants to date Thelma (Samuels’
ex—wife).

FRIENDLY SMOKE

NOTE: Award winner Tyne Daly for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Drama Series

Director: Reza Badiyi
Written by: Shelley List & Jonathan Estrin
Cagney’s rapist, Brad Potter (DON’T I KNOW YOU) is finally
brought to trial. Lacey and other squad members become involved
as witnesses in his prosecution and subsequent conviction. While
Lacey would like to continue to be in court to support her friend
and partner, she is faced with her own crisis when she learns
that Harvey Jr. is missing in a military training exercise.
Some good comes out of the possible tragedy as Lacey
re—establishes a relationship with her estranged father.
Convinced that her son is dead, Lacey begins to mourn
temporarily alienating everyone around her. Finally, a
phone call from Harvey Jr. ends her grief.

BUTTON. BUTTON
Director: Al Waxman
Written by: Michelle Ashford
A suicide case begins to look like murder, but the
investigation dead ends at the Justice Department when
Cagney and Lacey learn the victim was in the Witness
Protection Program. Cagney and Lacey race the clock to
prevent another hit. Subplot: Harvey and Lacey face a
difficult decision when they learn that a child in Alice’s
day care center is carrying the AIDS virus. Subplot:
Shopping with Tony for the ingredients of a romantic dinner
with Nick triggers a frank discussion about AIDS, safe sex
and current sexual mores. Armed and strengthened with the



information, Cagney confronts Nick only to discover he’s
way ahead of her. They fall into safe, responsible,
passionate sex.

AMENDS
Director: Michael Caffey
Written by: Larry Barber and Paul Barber
The return of Lieutenant Jim Thornton (TRADING PLACES).
Once again, Cagney finds herself taking his orders when she
and Lacey are assigned to his task force. A surveillance of
a stolen arms dealer turns tragic when Lieutenant Thornton
shoots his second in command. Despite his claims of
innocence, Thornton is hung out to dry by the Department.
Cagney takes over the task force and, in spite of her
antagonistic feelings toward Thornton, the process of
solving the case reveals that Thornton was blameless.
Subplot: Cagney is asked to be an A.A. sponsor. In
preparation she attempts to make her amends to Donna LaMarr
only to learn that she is not yet ready for any kind of
relationship. Subplot: Lacey counsels the Isbeckis to get a
second opinion when Ginger is told she must have a
hysterectomy.

YUP
Director: Nancy Malone
Written by: Sharon Elizabeth Doyle
A robbery turns out to be a case of revenge for a man’s
unscrupulous dealings on Wall Street. As Cagney and Lacey
investigate, most of the suspects turn out to be yuppies,
all of whom have motives. Subplot: Harvey Jr. is graduated
from Boot Camp and comes home for a visit. Michael,
concerned over his lack of growth and jealous of the
attention his older brother is getting, begins to compete
for adult status. Subplot: Nick wants Cagney to come to his
Mother’s Sunday dinner with the family, but she is
suspicious of his intentions.

A FAIR SHAKE-PARTS I & II
PART I:
Director: Reza Badiyi
Story by Max Jack and Barney Rosenzweig
Teleplay by Barney Rosenzweig
PART II:
Director: Reza Badiyi
Story by Barney Rosenzweig and Max Jack



Teleplay by Max Jack
In an atypical two-part episode, Cagney & Lacey find
themselves dupes of their own department in a case of
international political intrigue involving the Italian
paramilitary group, P-2, the FBI, the CIA, as well as
funding for the purchase of Exorcet missiles for use by the
Argentine government in its’ dispute over the Falkand
Islands with Great Britain. It’s a lot for two of NYPD’s
finest to handle, especially when the very married Mary
Beth Lacey finds herself physically attracted to the FBI
decoy assigned to “their” case. Subplot: Harvey and Lacey
plan a trip to Miami for a contractors’ convention, but
because of Lacey’s special assignment, Harvey has to go
without her.
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